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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2001

By MONICA ALMOND
Contributing Writer

University students interning at·medi3 organizations

and with government officials say they must continue
to work despite their fears of contracting anthrax.
Anthrax, a potentially lethal bacteria used in biological warfare, was found in the Hart Senate building during mid-October in a letter addressed to Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle (D-SD.). Since then, reports of
anthrax infections have been reported in New Jersey,
New York, Washington, D.C. and Florida.
Early reports suggest me1nbers of the rriedia and
gove1nment employees are the targets of the anthrax
incidents. The FBI has not linked the recent anthrax
cases to September's terrorist attacks.
Student inte1ns in the media and on Capitol Hill are
concerned about the anthrax scare that has hit the District and are taking precautions to avoid becoming victims themselves.
Brittany Cooper, an English and political science
double major, works for Democratic Senator Harry
Reid of Nevada. Cooper said she does not fear the
deadly agent.

"At frrst it was not so much of a scare and Senator
Reid assured us that everything was fine," said Cooper,
a senior at the University. "I'm not really frightened
and I tested negative for anthrax."
Cooper said the real fear was the bacteria are still a
threat to her own life.
"We aren't as secure and safe as we might think we
are," said Cooper.

Another of Reid's interns, Karim Shabazz, had a bit
of a scare that was intensified due to the concerns of
anthrax sweeping America's eastern seaboard.
Shabazz he experienced some anxiety over a welt
that formed on his skin and sought testing at Howard
University Hospital. "I received some type of spider
bite. I looked on the Internet and it said that anthrax
resembled a bug bite, so I was a little conce1ned," said
Shabazz a senior political science major.
I waited five hours at HUH and still never got assistance," said Shabazz, a senior political science major.

Shabazz never did receive testing but his concerns
about the possibilities of his infection have decreased
because he no longer has evidence of a bite.
Sophomore print jou1nalism major Joy Ridley
interns for the Democratic National Committee and has
not been alarmed by casualties from anthrax. She said

fear comes with the territory.
"If you live in D.C., there's got to be some sort of
risk involved," said Ridley. "Things like this happen,
but it hasn't happened with this much magnitude. This

from what she'd normally be doing.
"I'm kind of shocked, but at the same ti1ne I'm trying not to worry. I don't want something that's around
me to run my life if I can't control it," said Trotter.
The anthrax threat, however, has not changed students desires to participate in internship prograrus
according to Carol Dudley, coordinator of the School
of Communications Career Services Center, who said
students are "still applying and nothing has changed."
Dudley emphasizes that the New York area,
although heavily impacted by terrorist attacks remains
the prime location for internship requests.
The effects of terrorism became evident as this
year's School of Communications Job Fair, held late
last month, was reduced from two days to one due to
lack of responses along with other co1nplicated factors.
"Our student participation is at the same level that it

is affecting everyone, from mailroom workers and

postal workers to Congressman," said Ridley.
Some interns said that since the anthrax scare started
last month, things have continued to be business as
usual in the health department of Fleishman Hilliard, a
pubiic relations firm.
"I don't work the typical intern job, where you open
mail and run errands for people all day," said Denise
Caldwell, a junior public relations major. "Even in the
healthcare department, I haven't noticed anything
about anthrax or seen any obvious changes," said Caldwell.
Another intern, Cassie Trotter, who works for the
satellite media co1npany QRS New ~edia Inc., said
despite being a possible target for anthrax, she still
lives a normal life.
"My boss is a major democratic figure," said Trotter,
a senior broadcast journalism major. "We could be a
target because [we're] organized on democratic political princip Jes."
Trotter also said her routine has not varied too much

was last year, however, our organization and recruiter

participation is about one-third lower. But it has to do
with three reasons; the econo,ny, the tragedy of Septe,nber 11 th , and the anthrax," said E>udley.
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By AISHA CHANEY
Hilltop Staff Writer
· With Thanksgiving right
around the corner, students have
been making the necessary preparations to go home. Some students however, have made plans
to attend the Southern vs. Grambling annual football extravaganza, bette· knol'•n as the Bayou
Classic.

.

,

For the city of New Orleans,
the Bayou Classic is tremendous
event where blacks from all over
the nation co1ne to watch Southern University and Grarubling
University battle it out.
"It's kind of like a big party,"
said Spencer Chenier, a junior
human development major from
New Orleans. "It's similar to the
Howard vs. Hampton game, but
like 20 times bigger. This is a
time where you will see an overabundance of black people in the
. "
city.
Since Chenier is from "The
Big Easy," the opportunity 10>
attend a fuw Classic'!; in previous
years has been at his leisure.
, ·•"I go basically fiecause I'm
from there," said Chenier. "New
Orleans is thought of as a party
city, and this is the time when all
the black people have. control of
the party city."
Chenier admits the commercialism of Mardi Gras, which
takes place in the spring, receives
much of the attention evidenced
by the plethora of races that emigrate to the city to the event
annually. Chenier said the Classic differs significantly from
Mardi Gras in that the city is
filled with black people.
For students who are not from

Nearly 24, 000 Votes, Makes History

New Orleans, they have heard so
many great things about the Classic, and want to see for themselves what all the talk is about.
"I've just heard so many fun
things about it, so I'm eager to
experience it for myself," said
Chauna Bryant, a sophomore
broadcast journalism major.
Other students said attending the
event is more practical for them,

By JAMYE E. SPILLER
Managing Editor
In a first for one of two cities
across the nation, Atlanta has
elected a female mayor.
Shirley Franklin, a Howard
University alumna, ('68) edged

perfectly satisfied with whatever
the recount shows. It's my educated guess it won't change a thing."
In an official, but uncertified
count Franklin surpassed the needed number for an outright victory
by 191 votes.
Members fro1n Franklin's camp

rather than going home for a c0u

0 11t her 0p onent. P.c-!1 1, Pit:, hy

f,_.lt C

pie of days, return to school, then
go right back home for winter
break.
For some, the venture to the city
will be their first, and are anticipating the experience of something new.
"I'm going because I've never
been to New Orleans so it's a
good opportunity to visit the

nearly 24,000 votes.
On Thursday, election officials
approved a recount for IO this
morning. The recount should take
about four hours.
The challenge by Pitts was
made on Thursday after receiving
"a number of calls from people
complaining about irregularities."
Before, he had said he wouldn't
ask for a recount. He cited issues
such as changes in polling places

she would remain the winner.
"We are letting the process
move forward," said Kasim Reed,
campaign manager for Franklin.
"We are respectful of the process.
There's not a question of if Shirley
Franklin will be declared the winner, but when."
Reed is an alumnus of the University also. He received his Bachelors degree in 1991 and J.D. in
1995. While at Howard, he served
as both Undergraduate and Graduate Trustee. He is the youngest
person to be elected to the Georgia
state legislature.
By law, a recount is to be
allowed if the tallies are within I
percent of each other. However,
Pitts' vote total was not within 1
percent of Franklin's. The elections board agreed the margin was
tight enough to recount the votes
even though it wasn't required by
law.
Franklin, a native of Philadelphia, declared her candidacy for
mayor in April of 2000. Her last
job was Vice-Chairperson of the
Georgia Regional Transportation
Authority. She was invited by
Governor of Georgia, Roy Barnes.
During Mayor Andrew Young's
administration, Franklin served as
the Chief Administrative Officer.
She was responsible for all daily
operations of a city that was a $1
billion public corporation with

city," said sophomore administra-

tion of justice major, LaDreena
Maye. "And plus, it's cheaper to
get there, then to go all the way
back to California for Thanksgiving."
Besides the football game itself,
there are other events taking
place during that weekend such
as the battle of the bands, step
shows, and tons of after parties .
According to Cheneir, the Bayou
Classic is one of the biggest rivalries in black college sports. For
this reason, some students who
are sports lovers are taking this
opportunity to make that 15-hour
drive and watch a good football
game.
This annual event is sold out
nearly every year. In attendance
are usually alumni, a number of
celebrities, people from the
neighborhood, and people from
all over the world.

•

Courtesy of ShirleyFranklin.co1n

by the county before the election
and computer problems as other
reasons for the challenge. Pitts
said many people weren't given
warning about the change in
polling places.
"I just wanted to clear the air on
the election," said Pitts, outgoing
City Council president in an interview with the Atlanta JournalConstitution. "Under no circum-

Please see Bayou Classic, B5

stances do I want to get involved
in a situation like Florida. I will be
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Push to·-_Boost Pell Grants in Jeopardy
••

•

By NICOLE REINO
The Daily Aztec (San Diego State U.)

(U"WIRE) SAN DIEGO -As a result of budget
deficits in the Pell Grant program, the White House.
warned last week that a plan to increase the maximum
.amount of money awarded to students might fall
through.
Last month, the House of Representatives and the Senate both approved bills that would raise the maximum
Pell Grant awards by $250 to $4,000 per year.
But, with Congress focused on ways to combat terrorism and rouse the economy, money is tight and priorities have been altered.
In a letter to Senate leaders, the White Hous_e's Office
of Management and Budget said the money that would
have been allocated for the increase would be needed
instead to cover budget shortfalls that were caused by
growth in grant demands.
The projected $250 increase is much larger than a

•

Courtesy of ShirleyFranklin.com
Shirley Franklin, a 1968 Howard University alumna, won the Atlanta n1ayoral

race last

week. She is the first female to lead the city.

nearly 7,000 employees. She also
was charged with guiding the
development of Atlanta during a
historically productive period,
which saw the construction of a
fourth runway at Hartsfield International Airport, a new city hall, a
new municipal court building, and
14,000 net housing units.
,
Franklin earned her Masters o{
Arts degree from the University of

. INSIDE
,

.
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$100 increase President George W. Bush proposed earlier this year. The Busl1 Administration argued for the
smaller increase because of the slowing economy.
Currently, the maximum award of Pell Grants is
$3,750. In order to raise the maximum award by $250,
college lobbyists predicted that Congress would have
to increase Pell Grant spending by $2.7 billion in
2002. The budget of the program is now about $8.8
billion.
Political science professor James Conniff said $2.7 billion is not that much money when it comes to a school
budget.
"You have to figure that they just don't want to spend
money on education," Conniff said, referring to the
possibility that the money may not be awarded.
Pell Grants are only given to undergraduates. Eligibility is based on income and how many people are in.a
given household. Students' expected family contributions and the cost of colleges they attend dictate exactly how 1nuch money they will receive.
Maximum awards are"given to students who do not

receive any contributions from their

families and meet the other criteria.
The Department of Education awards
Pell Grants to approximately four
million undergraduates each year.
During the 2000-2001 school year,
about 8,900 San Diego State University students received Pell Grants,
said Chris Collins, assistant director
of financial aid.
"We welcome any increase to the Pell
Grant program because we have a lot
of needy students and their expenses
are not going down," Collins said.
When Pell grants were established in
1975, they covered 84 percent of the
cost of attending a public university.
Collins said that living costs, transportation and other miscellaneous
Please See Pell Grant, B5

Sports
See how the Men's
Basketball team
performed in their
exhibition game.

B5

Pennsylvania. She has been a resident of Southwest Atlanta for
nearly 30 years.
Information for this article was
taken from reports from the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution and
Shirley Franklin.com.
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What does Veterans
Day mean to you, in
light of our current war
in Afghanistan?

"It gives me hope that there are
heroic people out there who can help
this country in times of need."
GaryWarner
sophomore Biology pre-med major

"Former Veteran's Days have
always meant celebrating those who
have fought and died for me as an
American. Whatever their personal
sentiments, they did what they were
asked to do."
Vincent Williams
graduate film student

•

Funeral ervices Hel ForRenowne
Howar Pro essor
By Stephanie Crouch
Contributing writer
Occasional sniffles accompanied silent tears
as hundreds of individuals gathered in Andrew
Rankin Chapel Friday to say their final goodbyes to internationally known scientist, Dr.
Warren Elliot Henry. This emeritus professor
of Howard University died of congestive heart
failure on October 3 I at Sibley Memorial Hospital.
Dr. Henry was one who strongly believed in
hard work and determination.
Prior to his death, Dr. Henry was quoted saying "that because of the rapid progress in the
sciences, students and indeed senior scientist
have to strive to keep up with the advances."
And through countless hours of research and
fortitude, Henry was able to accomplish many
goals that are still recognized today.
Dr. Henry was born on a peanut and cotton
farm in Evergreen, Alabama on February 18,
1909. He accredits his early interest in science
to his father and world renounced scientist
George Washington Craver, who was a frequent
visitor of the family farm. At the age of 18, he
entered Tuskegee Institute and received his
bachelors degree in 1931. Shortly after receiving his degree, Henry found a job as a teacher
and high school principal in Atmore, Alabama.
He then received his masters from Atlanta University in organic chemistry and a doctorate in
physical chemistry from University of Chicago.
However much of Henry's break through work
was seen from 1940-1960.
In 1941, Dr. Henry returned to Tuskegee to
teach special physics to a group of young men,
who were later known as the world famous
Tuskegee Airmen. After teaching a couple
courses at Spelman in 1943, Henry traveled to
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to
take a crucial job in the war effort. It was there
where Henry invented the video amplifiers,

NAACP
"It gives us an opportunity to reflect
on those who lost their lives in the
act of war, and gives us a new found
respect for those who are fighting
on the battlefield today."
Jere! Keels
sophomore Psychology
pre-dental

"Its good that they acknowledge
their heroes."
Lamont Jarret
sophomore
systems and computer science
•
maJor

"Its more significant. People
will now understand what soldiers are fighting for."
Mya Edmington
sophomore

Compiled by Chelsea Ray and Corey
Cunningham

which helped filter and strengthening
radar signals on both land and water. Dr.
Henry then returned to University of
Chicago to perform a study of Metals.
Also, during this time jet aircrafts were
beginning to be used by the military
However, there had been several crashes
due to the main wing failing. After intensive hours of research, Henry was able to
indicate which alloys would last the·
longest and just how long they would last.
While Dr. Henry was a supervisory
researcher at the Naval Research Laboratory, Henry proved long held theories
about the properties of various substances. These properties are important in
By Shala Wilson
technologies as wide-ranging as compact Eva Henry, the daughter of Dr. Warren Elliot Henry, Photo
share her love for her
discs and automated teller machine cards. father and how he sowed into the dreams of others humbly and sacrificially.
After leaving the Naval Laboratory, Dr.
concern," she said. "He was very persistent
Henry joined the engineering staff at the Lockwith our PhD student making sure they
head Missile and Space Company. By using
wouldn't terry or procrastinate." "He would
his experience in magnetics, he was able to
even use his personal fund, whether it be food,
design an electronic guidance system for misrent or supplies to ensure the students success,"
siles, a detection systems that finds enemy subLogari added.
marines, and techniques for saving people from
Chairman of Physics Department Demetrius
disabled submarines. He also helped guide a
Venable recalls his relationship with Dr. Henry.
major breakthrough in electronic astronomy by
When I arrived at Howard University, Dr.
developing a device that measures magnetic
Henry was one of the first people to sit down
fields in outer space. Finally, in l 960's Henry
with me and discuss the department and how to
moved to the Washington area to teach at
best serve the department chair," Venable said.
Howard.
"He was extremely nice intelligent and supportDr. Henry headed the physics department
ive of my efforts as department chair."
form 1968 to the late 1970's. He was more
Dr. Henry also received numerous of awards
commonly known for encouraging minorities to before his death. Among Dr. Henry's many
seek careers in science through the MARC
honors was the National Society Foundation's
(Minorites Access to Research Careers) proLifetime Achievement Award in Community
gram. MARC gives students in their third and
Service. In 1998 he was awarded the Lifetime
fourth years in college an opportunity to conEngineering Achievement in Industry Award
duct research in a teamwork situation. The
from the National Society of Black Engineers.
Physics administrative assistant Sandra Logan
And in 1999 he was awarded the University of
thinks back on how compassionate Dr. Henry
Chicago's Professional Achievement Citation.
was toward his students.
Dr. Henry is survived by his daughter Eva R.
Dr. Henry primary concern was the students'
Henry of Tampa, two sisters and three brothers.
pnmary

Chapter
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Against Islam
BY TIFFANIE HORNE

Contributing Writer
While most students were sleeping comfortably in their beds,
approximately 30 members of the
University's NAACP chapter
demonstrated good will by giving
back to the community early Saturday morning.
The NAACP showed up at
Bread for the City on 7th St. N.W.,
the largest food pantry in the District, to help prepare Thanksgiving
baskets for needy families in the
D.C. metropolitan area. The two
organizations collaborated to help
alleviate suffering caused by
poverty and assist needy citizens
during the holidays.
At the pantry, volunteers formed
an assembly line in which stations
of green beans, dressing, and rice
were set up. From there, individuals successfully executed the line
by stuffing each bag with an assortment of goods. In the end over 600
were packed and ready for drop
off.
Bread for the City, a non-profit
organization that provides food,
clothing, medical care, legal, and
social services has two locations
one in NW and another in SE DC.
Bread for the City aims to help
approximately 5000 families
monthly. Most food clients are
elderly, disabled or families with
children and have an income of
125% or less of the federal food
stamp income level.
Some students like Nathalie
Modesir said they were eager to
take advantage of the service project.
"I especially enjoy doing this
service project because it is benefiting those who aren't able to buy
food for their families. This is definitely a positive cause for NAACP
members to volunteer for," said tl1e
sophomore nutrition major.
Warren Linder a volunteer and

senior driver for Bread for the City,
knows how people in need can
benefit from the organization.
"Six years ago I was homeless. I
saw first hand how it was to be
with out a job, a home, and food. 1
love everything about Bread for the
City and I'm compassionate with
my volunteer work. If there is anyway that I can help someone who
is still where I use to be, then that
is what I am going to do," said Linder.
Ted Pringle program director of
food and clothing at Bread for the
City has volunteers from all of the
surrounding universities come to

volunteer.
"Many students come from privileged backgrounds and are blessed
to never have experienced trying
times. For that reason it is important to lend a helping hand and volunteer time and service to those
who are in need," Pringle
explained.
Krystal Little, junior biology
major and community service

director of NAACP, explained why
giving back to the community is
vital.
"Many students are preparing to
go home for the holidays, to the
comfort of their privileged homes
and they forget the real meaning of
holidays such as Thanksgiving. It
is a time to give and help others
who aren't as blessed. Working
with Bread for the City was the
perfect opportunity [for the
NAACP] to directly impact our
surrounding community," Little

said.
Because Bread for the City is a
non-profit organization, the importance of volunteers is crucial.
"I am glad to see that so mahy
Howard students are here to help.
It motivates me to know that I am
not the only one who realizes the
importance of service," Shiva Orie,

a sophomore telecommunications
management major said.

BY KERRY ANN HAMILTON
Contributing Writer

As the Islamic holiday Ramadan, the holiest
month of the Muslim calendar, draws incessantly nearer, debate on whether the United
States should ceasefire air raids in Afghanistan
at England's Richmond College nears a boil.
Though the U.S. government has implied the
aerial attacks will not halt come Friday at the
start of the month-long Muslim celebration,
many students are following the American's
tactics closely.
Several Muslim nations have called for the USled air campaign to end before Ramadan to
avoid inflaming Islamic opinion.
General Pervez Musharraf, President and Chief
Executive of Pakistan, while on tour to Western countries including France, Britain, and the
U.S. appealed for a break in the bombing of
Afghanistan during Ramadan.
"One would certainly wish that the operation
would not go into Ramadan. It would certainly
have definite negative effects around the Islamic world," said Musharraf in a local British
paper.
Despite appeals by Musharraf, the U.S. administration maintains that the 'war on terror' can-

not afford a break in momentum at this time.
Condoleezza Rice, United States National
Security said a break for Ramadan might not
be feasible. "President Bush believes U.S. led
armed forces are making tremendous progress
and can't afford to have a pause even during
the Muslim holy month of Ramadan," Rice
told CNN reporters.
The bombing issue has many tom between personal principles and protection of the free
world. Morally, ceasing frre may be the answer
in allowing the enemy to have the right to recognize a holy month or exhibiting could be the
answer by aggressively going the people
responsible for threatening a way of life,
despite the religious observance.
Dr. Mehdi Moslem, author of The Khatami-Era
Iran: Civil Society and Factional Politics, and
lecturer at Richmond College, admits the
bombing recess may give the Taliban time to
regroup, but agrees the U.S. should discontinue
bombing for Ramadan.
"Historically it has not happened," said
Moslem. "However, there is a lot of talk that
this war is a war against Islam and many fundamentalist would use the bombing during
Ramadan as evidence to support their cause."
Pro-bombing advocates said if the Taliban
were allowed breathing rooin, Islamic extremists would not merely spend the time praying

and fasting, but plan a reprisal and justify it as
a jihad or 'holy war.'
"I condemn the terrorist attacks, it was evil, but
the perpetrators are not Muslim. Islam is not
about violence," said ldil Abubakar, a devout
Muslim. "The bombing should stop because
this is a holy period for us Muslims. Respect
should be shown to Muslims across the world,
especially to the innocent civilians in
Afghanistan," said Abubakar, a native of
Somalia and U.S. national.
Abubakar, who has seen much flak after the
September attacks, said many people have
made the correlation that the 'war on terror' is
a war on Islam. Some of the offences
Abubakar cited were verbal abuse, being
kicked, and receiving increased attention from
security when at London's Heathrow Airport.
"When I am violated as I walk along the streets
of London I feel as though the Islamic faith is
being attacked by the uneducated and intolerant among us," said Abubakar, a senior from
the University of Massachusetts.
Proponents of the war continuing during
Ramadan use the Iran-Iraq war (1980-89) to
justify their reasoning. The eight-year war that
wounded over one million people never paused
for Ramadan.
Khaled Benamadi, an Algerian born, political
science major at Richmond, said the justification is invalid.
"The Iran-Iraq war was between two Muslim
states. It is a different battle when it is a Western country versus a Muslim state. Continuing
to bomb could lead to the loss of support from
vital Muslim states," said Benamadi.
,

Emails are welcome at bisoninbritain@hotmail.com
Kerry-Ann K. Hamilton, junior, broadcast journalism major, study abroad in London.
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Female Emcee Speaks on Experience in Armageddon
By JOZEN CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer
In a male dominated genre of music, female lyricist
Shalinda reflects on her experience from the fourth
annual Verbal Armageddon rap competition and her
head-to-head duel with the reigning champion, Icon.
Known to friends as Linda Spruill, Shalinda was the
lone female lyricist in the annual competition taking
the audience by storm with her do or die perfor-

mances.
While Shalinda was not the frrst female to compete
in Verbal Armageddon, she does hold the record distance completed in the competition by a woman, and
she is indeed the frrst woman to make it past the first
round.
"When I went to the try-outs I had no expectations
to make the cut," said the south Jersey native. "For

me, it wasn't about taking home the championship, I
just wanted a chance to show my skills to everyone,"
said the fashion merchandise major. Shalinda admits
if it wasn't for a friend telling her she made the first
round, she probably would have never known.
When the time came for Shalinda to make her first
round debut, she was definitely nervous, but after her
frrst performance, Shalinda didn't feel the same as she
had at the try-outs.
"After I did my thing at the frrst round I knew I was
going to the second round, I felt very good about my

chances."
Her chances inevitably led to the event that signaled
the end of the line for her in this year's competition,
but in hindsight, gave her the most exposure.
In a controversial round two of the competition of
Armageddon, the defending title holder from a year
ago, Icon, called Shalinda out her name, something not

uncommon in a battle round. Shalinda wants to be
clear that she bears no hard feelings for preceded at the
competition. "I do not hate Icon for the things he
said."
While many may be surprised by her remarks,
Shalinda claims she understood why Icon said the
things he said during the battle round of Armageddon.
"I think he had to do what he had to do to win the
round. I don't condone his actions but I understand
them completely," said Shalinda.
In regards to the overall performance of the round,
Shalinda is quick to point out that she was caught by
surprise, but said she held her own and put up comparable opposition.
''The frrst time he went at me, he got me, I admit.
But, as the round went on he kept on saying the same
thing while I kept on rhyming. I'm not trying to sound
conceited or bitter, but I feel I should have won that

round."

' This is a service of the Howard University Campus Police. This report was compiled by Campus Editor JBrakkton Booker

Sick transport

Nov.10
Meridian Hill Hall
Burglary I

Meridian Hill
Sick person

Locke Hall
Lost property
Academic B
Disorderly employee

Meridian Hill
Uniform control substance

School of Business
Suspicious package

Locke Hall
ADW-knife

Nurses Station
Theft I

Nov.8
NW Mechanical Room
Fire
th

14 & W Sts. NW
Motor vehicle accident
Meridian Hill
False ftre alann
500 Howard Pl. NW
Simple assault
HUH A2 Garage
Simple assault
th

5 & Gresham
Auto accident

Meridian Hill
Sick person

500 Blk. Howard Pl.
· Injured person

Nov. 9
HUH
ADW-gun

2900 Van Ness
Theft from auto

West Campus
Unlocked door

HUH Mai/room
Suspicious package

Health Service

HUH
PSS (Possession implements
of a crime)
6'h & Girard Sts.
Verbal altercation

Nov. 11 ·

Burr Gym
Simple assault

HUH
ADW-gun

Meridian Hill Hall
Sick transport

Meridian Hill Hall
Entry w/o authorization
Engineering Bldg.
Unlocked door

West Campus
Unlocked door
Greene Stadium
Theft II

Now,
more than a
week after
her loss to
Icon, Shalinda is no
longer thinking about
what could
have happened had
she won.
She said she
is now just
honing her
skill for next
year's competition.
"I just
want to
come back
next year
sounding
better than I
did this
year. "

Photo By Clintandra Thompson
Verbal Annegeddon's first female MC, Shalinda.

Rhyming since the age of 13, Shalinda said she used
. to get her practice by recording herself on the speakers
of her stereo.
The freshman sensation, that has been performing
since she was 15- years old, claims to have a profound
love for her art.
"In my opinion music is a form of art, so I definitely
see myself as an artist."
While Shalinda's rise to the top has been cut short,
she is happy with one achievement.
"I feel like I've paved the way for other female
MC's to try and enter Verbal Armageddon. I mean if
you love rhyming, then why shouldn't you try out."
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uestions Remain About Bin Laden's Location
BY ETHAN ZAGORE

Contributing Writer

Honolulu, Hawaii:
The U.S. Navy's $60 million effort
to recover the remains of the victims aboard the Japanese fishing
vessel Ehime Marn has come to an
end without the recovery of the
ninth and final victim. Navy officials said that the body of Takeshi
Mizuguchi 17, may nevel\ be found
The Navy has recovered eight of
nine crew members who died when
the submarine USS Greeneville
rammed the fishing vessel nine
miles south of Diamond Head. A
representative from the Ehime prefecture said that his government
would raise the estimated $65,000
for construction of the memorial.

Bakersfield, California:
Police Wednesday shot a man suspected of stealing a car from a
local car dealership at gunpoint.
The situation started when a suspect walked into Jim Burke Ford
and asked to see a new souped-up
Mustang. Officers said the man
eventually lured a salesperson to a
back lot to show him more cars,
and then allegedly put a gun to the
salesperson's head and told him he
was taking the car. The man led
officers on a chase at speeds of as
much as to 130 mph through several residential neighborhoods and
past two schools. The suspect
refused to stop, and exited through
passenger door and began to run, at
which point the officers shot at him
multiple times with a shotgun. The
suspect was pronounced dead at
the scene.

In the last two months, Osama
bin Laden' has become a householdname.
The United States suspects bin
Laden of being the mastermind
behind theSeptember 11th bombings as well as two U.S. embassy
bombings in Africa. With the help
of the Taliban, the group of Islamic
fundamentalist that ruled over the
majority of Afghanistan since
1997, Bin Laden is currently
believed to still be hiding in the
mountainous regions of
Afghanistan.
Although most Americans agree
that some form of military action
wasnecessary following the events
of September 11th, it has been a little over twomonths since the terrorist attacks and bin Laden has not
yet been found. , .
The Northern Alliance (the group recognized
by most nations as Afghanistan's
government)has captured some of
the key territory in Northern
Afghanistan. Developments in this
war against the Taliban forces have

not come as quickly as most Americans would like.According to
Tiffany Thomas, a junior fashion
merchandising major,
America is providing aid through
very difficult and often-dangerous
air drops of food to the people of
Afghanistan, stuck in a war that
many don't support. As reports of
civilian casualties come in and
America's bombings oITaliban military targets continuing with no bin
Laden, some students and
faculty believe either more military action is needed or else another
approach should betaken.
"Basically, the United States
government should continue to
bomb if theTaliban are still harboring the terrorist because of the acts
on Septemberllth," says sophomore finance major Brian Drake.
"However, they should stop the
bombing in the near future if bin
Laden and others cannot be found
because innocent people are continuing to die," says Drake.
Dr. Mervat Hatem, a professor of
political science at Howard University has similar beliefs, but also
brought up a few more key issues.

ongress Plans to
e on the Internet

Minneapolis, Minnesota:
Kelci Stringer, the widow of former Vikings tackle Korey Stringer
who died of heatstroke complications in training camp, plans to file
a $ I 00 million wrongful death suit
against the team, according to
cnnsi.com The Web site reported
Wednesday morning that Korey
Stringer's parents will join the lawsuit. Korey Stringer collapsed on
the practice field of apparent heatrelated illness and was later transported to a Manka! hospital where
he died in the early morning hours
of Aug. I. Stringer had $8 million
left on his contract, and the team
hasn't provided any of that money
to Kelci Stringer, WCCO 4 News
reported. Developments in the suit
are still occurring.
Denver, Colorado

article, the Bush administration
believes that bin Laden has
attempted to gain chemical and
nuclear weapons. However, they do
not believe bin Laden has weapons
of mass destruction in his possession.

ort
BY ELENA BERGERON

Contributing Writer

By DANIELLE MITCHELL

Contributing Staff Writer
In a conflict between firefighters and police
on November 2 at the World Trade Center site,
at least 1,000 firefighters protested the decrease
in the number of workers recovering the
remains of nearly 4,000 victims - including 300
or 1nore firefighters. After Mayor Giuliani
reduced the number of recovery personnel
because of increasing safety concerns, some 12
firefighters were arrested during the protest,
according to a Washington Post article. Most of
the charges have since been dropped, except for
one against a firefighter who allegedly hit a
police officer.
Safety experts called ground zero "overcrowded and dangerous to the rescuers." Over
the past weeks, there have been many close
calls due to the number of people around the
site. Firefighters, however, site financial con-

cerns as the reason.
The conflict between the two groups of our
nation's heroes comes as a surprise to many.
Metropolitan Police Officer Foye of the 3rd
precinct said, "In the 20 years I have been on
the force I have never seen any animosity
between the firefighters and the police."
Anna Alexander, junior biology major, also a
resident of New York City, agrees with officer
Foye, "I have never heard of anything like this
in the city."
Firefighter Daniel Faison of Engine 31 also
has never seen the animosity between police
and firefighters displayed during the protest
although he does cite an occasional "conflict of
interest." Faison agrees with the firefighters in
New York City.
"I don't think it's right," he says. "Over 300
men died trying in the line of duty. Those men
had wives and children. It's just not right."
The fervor of the firefighters comes from

orld
Briefs
KABUL, Afghanistan
The Talibans claimed on Friday
that their strategic northern Afghan
city of Mazar-e Share has been
taken by Northern Alliance fighters. Although U.S. officials were
awaiting confirmation that the city
had fallen, U.S. bombers were
reported to be pounding retreating
Taliban militia. The city is a key to
the ground-force battle and its
takeover would be the major
achievement of the Afghanistan
assault to date.

Donald Rumsfield acknowledged
Sunday the importance of the capture of the northern cities but indicates that the opposition has only a
weak hold on Mazar-e-Sharif. He
notes that the airport there has not
been taken and fears Taliban retaliation from the "pockets of resistance within the city."
Nonetheless, opposition and
U.S. leaders, emboldened by their
advances, plan to continue attacks
this week in an offensive effort
pushing to the south. Though military officials announced this weekend that the attacks will focus
Monday's airstrikes on Kunduz,
near the Tajikistan border, and
Hera! later in the week, U.S. leaders are fearful that the opposition
will try to take Kabul before then.
Pres. Bush outlined U.S. support
from the United Nations offices in
New York Saturday. "We will
encourage our friends to head
south ... but not into the city of
Kabul itself," he said. Bush has
issued warnings against advancing
into Kabul stating reservations
about the Alliance's ability to
establish a government inclusive of
all the sthnic groups that make up
the group. The opposition controlled Kabul from 1992 until
1996, during which time clashing
groups destroyed property and
50,000 people died.
In addition, Taliban leaders may
be planning counterstrikes in retaliation for the ongoing attacks. In an
interview with a Pakistani newspaper this Saturday, Osama bin
Laden, who is rumored to be hiding in the mountains surrounding
Kabul, announced that the Taliban
has obtai.ned chemical weapons.
The interview states that the Taliban will not use chemical warfare
unless the U.S. and its allies do
first.

Dispute Between New York
Firefighters and NYPD

Washington, D.C.
President George W. Bush will
meet former South African President Nelson Mandela on Monday
at the White House, a spokesman
said. "This meeting provides the
two leaders an opportunity to discuss their common concern for
promoting peace and prosperity in
Africa," White House spokesman
Ari Fleischer said on Friday in
announcing the visit. He said Bush
looked forward to hearing about
Mandela's latest work as peace
mediator in Burundi.

"Because the U.S.
might continue their
bombing during the
Muslim religious period of Ramadan, they
could very well undermine what they are
trying to do politically
with the food and aid
droppings," said Dr.
Hatem.
"The U.S. needs to
figure out a way of
reaching their political
goals in a way that
prevents them from
looking uncaring."
Of even more concern are the possibility
of bin Laden and his
Al Qaeda terrorist network having
access to nuclear weapons. In a
story reported by CNN News, bin
Laden made comments over the
weekend stating, "I wish to declare
that if America used chemical or
nuclear weapons against us, then
w e may retort with chemical and
nuclear weapons. We have the
weapons as a deterrent."
According to a New York Times

The Northern Alliance claimed
major victories Sunday in its combined attack with the United States
on Taliban-controlled Afghanistan.
Allliance Foreign Minister Abdullah declared in a press conference
that opposition forces have captured Taloqan, the Alliance's former headquarters in the northeast,
as well as three other northern
cities since seizing Mazar-e-Sharif
Friday, a crucial Taliban stronghold
northwest of the country's capital.
The United States' strategic
bombing works in tandem with the
efforts of the N orthem Alliance, a
hodgepodge of Afghans and their
neighbors who oppose Taliban
rule. The airstrikes work to weaken
the Taliban front and are followed
by Alliance ground attacks. The
nations have focused their attacks
on Northern Afghanistan, where
anti-Taliban sentiment runs high
among Afghans and neighboring
ethnic groups.
The Washington Post reports
that Taliban leaders will not confirm that Mazar-e-Sharif had been
captured by the opposition but did
say that their forces are in a "strategic withdrawal" from the city,
moving southward to Kabul and
cities where ethnic Pashtuns, supporters of the Taliban, make up
most of the population. The Taliban has begun moving soldiers
and military equipment into nonmilitary areas including residential
neighborhoods, mosques, and
archaeological sites in an effort to
force the U.S. to stop attacks or
risk civilian casusalties. The Taliban's withdrawal has in some
instances resulted in civilian
killings and damage to Red Cross
relief supplies.
Secretary of Defense

•

A hotel fire forced about 80 people into the cold Thursday night
near downtown Denver. The blaze
broke out around 3 a.m. at the 11th
Avenue Hotel, at 11th and Broadway. Several people were treated
for injuries as a result of the fire.
The fire was extinguished and most
residents of the hotel were allowed
to return before daybreak, but the
third floor was "off limits" because
of fire damage. The Red Cross was
helping displaced victims of the
fire.
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what Faison calls a brotherhood. "It is a tradition," he says, "to help each other. Even here
when a man falls hard on his luck, the men at
the station come together to try to help one
another."
Since the protest, the number of recovery
workers has been doubled - raising the number
of workers to JOO. Firefighters want to be
involved so they can pay their proper respects.

DOHA,Qatar
Trade ministers from across the
world have officially approved
China's entry into the World Trade
Organization (WTO) after 15 years
of negotiations. The move was
approved unanimously at the
WTO's ministerial meeting in the
Gulf state of Qatar on Saturday and
brings a market of 1. 3 billion people into the global trading system.
China's entry is expected to boost
economic reforms started in the
world's most populous nation more
than 20 years ago and open the
huge market to the rest of the
world. To applause, trade ministers
from almost all the WTO's 142
members unanimously voted in
favour of China's application.
China will become a full member
30 days after its parliament ratifies
the agreement and informs the
WTO.

BUJUMBURA, Burundi
About 100 students kidnapped by
Hutu rebels in Burundi, have
escaped during gun battles between
their captors and the Tutsi-led
army, officials said. However, more
than I 00 others remain in the hands
of the rebel. The rebels have kidnapped hundreds of boys and
young men from schools in northwestern Kayanza province and
eastern Ruyigi since Tuesday, in
what appears to be an attempt to
force them to join their eight-year
struggle against the army. Hatungimana, a local government administrator in Kayanza, said about 100
students taken from the Musema
school in a violent dawn raid on
Friday had managed to return home
later that day.

I

VEGA BAJA, Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico's governor declared a
state of emergency Friday in areas
where floodwaters have swept
away bridges, damaged hundreds
of homes and forced more than 250
people to stay in emergency shelters. In making the declaration,
Gov. Sila Calderon freed$ 5 million from the U.S. territory's emergency fund to help flood victims
and farmers who lost coffee,
bananas and other crops. The
American Red Cross estimated that
at least 270 homes were damaged
in the flooding. "There are places
we haven't been able to get to,"
said Cannen Canino, executive
director of the Red Cross in Puerto
Rico. Visiting a school where 54
people took shelter in the northcoast town of Vega Baja, Calderon
urged others in low-lying areas to
move to higher ground.

CIUDAD JUAREZ, Mexico
Police found the bodies of eight
more young women this week in
Ciudad Juarez, renewing fears that
a 1990s string of rape-murders had
resumed. In March 1999, five bus
drivers were charged in 20 of the
57 previous murders, and police
thought they had solved brutal
killings. But this week's shocking
discoveries showed they were
wrong, said women's rights
activists who have insisted the
killings never stopped. Authorities
in Ciudad Juarez found the skeletal
remains of five women Wednesday
near a field where they had uncovered the decayed bodies of three
other young women the previous
day.
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n Halloween, a group of white stuaents rerr1inded that racism has not been buried in hisat Auburn University in Alabama tory's grave of discarded lies.
painted their faces black, put on Omega
Now, the only question left to ask is: "What
Psi Phi T-shirts and transported their universi- can we do to uniformly display our outrage?"
ty back into the 19th century.
We believe that the most prudent course of
The black-faced students are
action to show our disdain
part of a well-known white frafor these acts would be to
ternity at Auburn. Auburn Unioffer the Black Student
These acts of
versity placed the fraternity on
Union at Auburn any support
suspension, while the fraterniignorance and racism they need to fight discrimity's national office is investination and educate their
must not go
gating the matter.
campus about the contribuunanswered
As word of their minstrel
tions of Blacks. It would be
antics spread over the Internet, .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. wise for our student leaders
students across the nation found
here at the Mecca to organize
themselves seething with anger. We found our- a letter writing campaign to Auburn officials and
selves asking the questions: "How, could this the national president of the perpetrating frahappen?" "How can they get away with some- ternity demanding further action in this case.
thing like this?"
As a people, we have come to far to simply
For many, it was thier· first time seeing such shake our heads in disgust. The acts at Auburn
a glaring act of racism and ignorance. And this 1Jniversity should serve as a wake-up call to us
act came just as many African Americans were all that the fight for equality and respect wages
swelling with patriotism and uniting under the on. Ifwe fail to answer this call then fail to realAmerican banner. .
ize our place in the living narrative of African
As we logged on to tolerance.org we were Americans.-

~
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Our View:

rea
s Americans reconcile themselves
Center for Disease Control says that America
to the fact that every plane ride
is woefully under-prepared for a smallpox
and every trip to the mailbox is
outbreak. They can read about the vast numnow more dangerous than they
ber of suspension bridges in the country, and
could have ever imagined, new threats ofterjust how little security is protecting them.
rorism continue to surface. Now the governEvery news report and government press
ment and media are telling us that terrorists
conference now reads like a terrorist to do
may soon attempt to infect Americans with
list. Osama bin Laden and his followers have
'
smallpox, or destroy one of
already proven to be far
'
the nun;ierous suspension
more ready for war than
bridges that connect our
the U.S., yet we continue
country. Enough already!
to give them ideas on how
Although the American
The Government and to hurt our country.
public deserves full discloEnough already!
Media
need
to
stop
sure, the media and governWise up Georgie, we the
•
exposing our
ment need to understand
people, need information
when this disclosure can
weaknesses
to empower us, not endanbecome a detriment to our
ger us. Tommy Boy, we
health. Guess what W, Dick,
the people don't care if
and Rumsfeld, terrorists can
you win an Emmy for
watch television too. Hey Tom Brokaw and
your coverage, we just want to be able to take
Peter Jennings, terrorists get all of your little
-our kids out on a picnic without having to
specials on the status of American security
worry about getting sprayed with smallpox.
too. They can see when the director of the
Stop giving terrorists ideas.

Our View:

Taxation Without Representation
t is absolutely absurd that the Disand effectively represent our views and
trict, the heart of our judicial system
act in our best interest but we have been
and the nation's capital, has no vote
stripped of this constitutional right. Is it
in Congress. At a time of war and crisis,
that Congress is afraid that the District's
DC is at the front line of the war on tervote would give more power to the
rorism and the primary target of AmeriDemocratic party, ultimately lessening the
ca's enemies. Congress has passed legisstrength of the Republicans due to its
lation after legislation,
~---------~overwhelmingly large
including an anti-terrorist
African American populabill, directly affecting our
tion? The excuse: the Disday-to-day operations.
trict of Columbia is not a
However Congress, servThe government has state, according to congresing as the District's "state"
overlooked the Dis- sional standards and is not
legislature, is our voice.
trict's representation afforded the right to vote
How is it that with more
within Congress. As votthan 500,000 tax-paying
issue, but we have not ing, tax-paying citizens of
residents, the District has
forgotten about it. the U.S, we need a voice.
been denied the right to
Where else has Anthrax
have active representation in Congress?
closed down federal buildings and postal
Residents are forced to give their hard
facilities? Who will address our concerns
earned dollars to the government, and in
and make certain that they are reflected in
return receive a non-voting delegate; one
the legislation that governs our lives?
that is allowed to only hear the issues but
With the war and its devastating effects
not vote on behalf of its constituents.
on the District, now more than ever our
We vote for those who can both clearly
voice needs to be heard.

Our View
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What's Yol!lr Opinion?
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e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you
think about rhe paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality
weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias.
Please address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washingt<Jn DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
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Now in its 77tf1year, The Hilltop is written and produced every Tuesday and Friday by the
students of Howard University. With a readership of more than 10,000 students and community members, the Hilltop is the largest black collegiate newspaper in the nation.
The opinions !:xpressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the The Hilltop Editorial
Board and do not directly reflect the opinion of Howard University, its Administration, individual Hilltop 11,olicy Board members, or the student body. The opinions expressed on the
Perspectives pa/lie are those of the writers and do not represent the view of the Editorial Board.
The Hilltop ellfOUrages you to share your opinions on articles published in the newspaper.
The Hilltop Edit'orial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and granlffiatical errors.
All letters should be typed, signed and include a complete address and telephone number.
Please send letters to: 2251 Sherman Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20001. Questions, comments and lettel!S can also be sent via email to: thehilltop@hotmail.com.
The deadline to submit ads to the paper is the Friday preceding publication.The advertising department can be reached at (202) 806-4749. The editor can be reached at (202) 8064748.
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Questions? Call the yearbook @ 202.806.7870. stop by Suite G-06 in the Blackburn
Center or email us @ bisonyearbook@hotmail.com
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Cancelling
His or Her
Subscription
By TIFFANY D. JACKSON
Contributing Writer
Relationships within the sexes are like
subscriptions to a magazine. There are
thousands of types and can come in daily,
weekly, or monthly installments. Since
nothing is free in this world all subscriptions require some type of payment and
when payments are missed, they put a
hold on your subscription. And when that
account is poorly mistreated they have no
other choice but to cancel your subscriptions to that magazine. The same principle holds with relationships.
In a relationship, each party is expected
to do his or her share. Each of us deservers
some type of payment for the subscription
owned. Therefore, if someone is slacking
on his or her payment you need to cancel
that subscription and move on. How do
you know when it's over? Well you must
first decide what has changed in your
relationship that has made you come to
this decree. It's when you don't even talk
anymore 'cause he's stopped calling; you
don't know what you're arguing about
cause she has stopped caring; the relationship seems to be one sided since you

are doing all the work with no effort from
the other party.
There are three ways to cancel a subscription. One is the cutthroat blunt way
in which the payment is so overdue that
you don't remember the good points in
your relationship if there were any at all.
Forget rekindling the flame, because when
it gets to the point where there is no
excuse for the poor behavior and trying to
keep together seems pointless, it's time to
show him the door. Another way is to take
a break, a vacation. Understand that forcing each other to be together is only
pulling you apart faster. And when you
take a vacation, your magazine can be put
on hold.
Last but not least, the most popular way
to cancel a subscription is the notorious
fade out. The fade out is most conveniently used when sexes are "just talking".
Basically, one of the party members
decides to stop all activity by simply disappearing out of ones life through lack of
contacts and complicated avoidances until
he or she simply "fades out" of the picture.
This is without question a scapegoat for
men and women who are too cowardly to
face a person with the tt·uth, since that
seems too complicated for people to handle. I despise the "fade out" since I'm a
very blunt person and would rather get a
slap in the face than a stab in the back. Furthermore, I'm not a person that likes to
take a hint. So if someone starts to fade out
I won't realize that person doesn't want to
be with me unless he's a man about it and
says so.
But in all three ways, never leave business unfinished or words unspoken. If
you cancel a subscription, stick to that
decision. Be firm in your decision, making it clear that even with a higher payment you won't let him or her back into
your life, because you should know by
now that his or her credit is bad. How do
you expect them to hold their promises?
However, if you put that subscription on
hold, keep it there until backup payments
'
are met and you feel comfortable.
Because
without comfort there is no peace; without peace there is no prosperity; without
prosperity there is no future and without
future there is only the present in which
you are unhappy. But hey don't listen to
me, I just live life and write about it!

roves

isit to
By HAROLD EICHELBERGER
Staff Writer
ou are in a South African
prison, which is bombarded and se( apart from
any other locale surrounding you.
Your freedom is plummeted and
sacrificed because you stood
against apartheid pressures that
plagued South Africa. You are
away from your wife; you are tom
from your children, your livelihood, and your manhood. Your
day consists of working in rock
quarries, barefoot and digging sand
ditches on the beach in which your
prison is surrounded.
In your prison, which happens to
• be on an island, you develop the
type of relationship with your cellmate that flies beyond the space
that any friendship can encounter.
In this prison you are forced to bear
the rules of a strict guard and your
only means of self-expression and
hopes for freedom from the mental toll is through the arts, performing a play for the prison.
This exact plot was set for the
Tony Award winning play The
Island that is now showing at the
Kennedy Center through December 2. Athol Fugard, South
Africa's greatest playwright wrote
and directed this play. It stars John
Kani, and Winston Ntshona as
themselves. First performed in
1973, this play received many rave
reviews.
To protect the production from
the South African government, as
they rehearsed in secret, Fugard,
who is white, pretended that Kani

Y

and Ntshona were his gardener

and driver. This play did not have
any scripts, so John and Winston
memorized the lines. The Island
attempts to replicate Robben
Island, the prison where Nelson
Mandela served twenty-seven
years for his fight against
apartheid, along with other South
African political prisoners.
On a set that consisted of a platform with just a few accompanying items, the play opens up with

ucationa
'

a dialogue spoken with few
words between the two best
friends, as well as cellmates,
John and Winston. They
illustrate vividly for the audience the restraining probes of
prison labor that they face
on a regular basis as they dig
sand ditches for the prison
guard, Hodoshe. You can
openly see the passion and
vigor that lies in the faces of
these two great actors.
This illustration of prison
labor sets the mood of one
that humbles the audience to
step into the cell of Winston
and John. In this cell John,
who is serving ten years, and
Winston who has a life sentence, enter with repugnance
as they bear themselves in
inhumane nudity of defecation to display to the "invisible" Hodoshe that they are
"clean" from any outside
items.
As the mood is set, the two
men begin to share a story of
sadness and will for freedom
in fmding the validity of their
h 0 d Th
fak
Photo ByRuphin Coudyzer
man ° · ey act out
e John Kani and Winston Ntshona in The Island.
dialogue scenes of caJling
home and imagining once
again what it would be like to be separated for good. To overcome
the pain of separation, Antigone
in the arms of their wives, children,
and friends. They demonstrate establishes for them a new
with each other a yearning for the redemption and hopes for change
for the people of South Africa. It
outside world. To forget this feelis a change that will transcend and
ing of going home, John humorously convinces Winston to mem- take both John and Winston away
orize his lines for the upcoming from apartheid, and into the arms
play that they must perform for the of freedom.
This play truly exemplifies the
prison concert called Antigone.
true feeling of exasperation from
Antigone is a Greek tragedy done
by Sophocles. It is a story that apartheid. The Island serves as a
illustrates the passion and zeal of political tool for the people ·of
John and Winston's story, defiance South Africa, and for all of those
who are facing oppression. This
against authority.
As they begin to prepare for the play is a must-see, and is definiteplay, John discovers that his tenly worth the time. It ser_ves not
year prison sentence has been only as entertainment, but a historeduced to three months. In this ry lesson for the uninformed, as
realization he begins to remember well as the informed. For more
the fruitfulness of life. The sadness information on The Island, contact
the Kennedy Center at 202-4 I 6occurs when Winston and John
realize that they are going to be 8524.
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Amelie Touches Friends, Audiences
Movie: A,nelie
Grade: A
MPAA rating: R
Running time: 115 minutes
In French with English Subtitles
By NIA D. McLEAN
Staff Writer
Take the imagination and hopeless romanticism of Ally McBeal, combined with the
crafty booby-trap setting antics of Kevin
from Home Alone, insert it in the body of a
pretty, 23-year old Parisian waitress and
you've got Amelie.
The whimsical comedy focuses on the
strange world of Amelie Poulain (Audrey
Tautou) of Montmarte, a young woman
who enjoys the simplest of things. When she
is not skipping stones on the Canal Saint
Martin, cracking the crust of creme brulee
with a teaspoon, or sinking her hands into
a basket of grain, Amelie is dreaming or
scheming her way to fixing someone else's

life.
The story begins with the death of Princess
Di. While watching the news, a distracted
Amelie accidentally discovers an old tin box
that was left by a child 40-years prior, in the
floorboards beneath her apaitment. After
successfully reuniting the box with its
owner, Amelie spying from afar sees how
her deed has touched someone and begins
attempting to bring a little do-gooder magic
to everyone she believes deserves it.
While Amelie possesses a keen ability to
zero in on the wants and needs of others, she
ignores the desires of her own heart. By
chance she encounters, Nino Quincampoix
(Mathieu Kassovitz), an equally odd young
man who collects the ripped up strips of pictures left from the photo booths in the
metro, and the extremely shy Amelie
~ecomes both scared and intrigued. Acting
with the same mysteriousness she employs
in her other plots, she slowly begins a sort
of cat and mouse game with Nino to gain
his interest.

However, while embracing her fantasies
and fearing .the reality of what could be,
Amelie risks losing an opportunity to have
so1ne happiness of her own.
Winner of the People's Choice Awai·d at
the Toronto Film Festival, Amelie is charming, funny and entertaining. Shot in over 80
Parisian locations by director Jean-Pierre
Jeunet (Delicatessen, The City of Lost Children), the film debuted in Europe in April
and is still a running hit.
The film was extremely enjoyable and
light-hearted, a true breath of fresh air.
Even the language barrier should not bin. der the viewing of the .film by Englishspeaking patrons. The subtitles are in English, and the story is so fluid that one could
easily get the gist of it if the subtitles were
not there. Also, the offbeat romantic angle
makes this a great date 1novie. Go see it.
*Contains brief nudity, sexual situations,
and a hilaiious globetrotting garden gnome.
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Theatre

Valuable Lessons Learned in Wilson's Piano Lesson
By ALLEN POWELL II
Sports Editor
The Howard University Theatre Arts
Department's flfst ever performance of one
of renowned African American playwright
August Wilson's works doesn't disappoint.
The Department's 2nd Annual Anne Cooke
Reid production was of Wilson's The Piano
Lesson and it was thoroughly enjoyable.
Wilson's play is centered on the Charles
household, and its spirit infested piano. Set
in Pittsburgh in 1936, the play's main char-

acters, Boy .Willie and Berniece, are a brother and sister duo who are worlds apa1t, literally and figuratively. Boy Willie is the
ultimate country boy, who loves the land and
is searching for a way to leave his mark on
the world. Berniece, on the other hand, is
now a city dweller who has seen too much
pain in her short life, and now is just seeking peace.
The one thing that brings the two of them
together is an exquisitely carved piano,
which Berniece says has been "polished
with tears" and covered in blood. The piano

was left to the siblings by their father Boy
Charles. Boy Charles and his two brothers
stole the piano from the for1ner owner of
their pai·ents, because of the sentimental
value it possessed. Unfortunately Chai·Ies
was murdered for his crime, and it is his
blood and the blood and tears of his wife that
coat the piano.
Each sibling sees the piano in a different
light. Boy WiJlie sees it, and the.money he
can make from selling it, as a way to accomplish his dream of owning land down south.
However, Berniece sees it as a constant

re1ninder of what foolish acts of passion can
cause, and the legacy of her father and
mother. The play revolves ai·ound their
struggle to decide exactly what is the best
use for the piano.
Wilson is well known a a 1naster of dialogue and character development, according
to Howard professor Joe Selmon. In The
Piano Lesson, Wilson uses a series of monologues and harangues to illustrate the individuai layers of each chai·acter. What the
play lacks in actual action, it makes up for
Please See Piano, B2
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Music Reviews

cNally's Jukebox
Artist: Shannon McNally's
CD: Jukebox Sparrows
Grade: A
By MARCUS BIRD
Contributing Writer

'

The first track of this CD opens
with a nice, up-tempo, feel good
vocals, and a chorus, so friendly and
warm it reminds me of a quiet summer day. What Shannon McNally
does is project a lot of warmth into
her music. A quiet rhythmic sound
and gentle suburban country with a
hint of rock, is the essence ofMcNally's Jukebox Sparrows.
McNally's music is moody, not necessarily like the haunting tones of the
likes of Enya, but more paced, with
a hint of white suburbia. The lyrics
convey a lot of her thoughts and

explore the mind. (But a little more
Alanis Morisette type aggression
would help pick up the pace of
things.)
One track, It Ain't Easy Being
Green, talks about a singer who is
getting his feet wet in the music business. Track 4, Now that I Know
explores the reality of loving someone. An anthropology major, McNally's songs are formed based on her
observations of human behavior, and
different psyches that we all possess.
I particularly liked track 6, It
Could've Been Me, which questions
the consequences of an accident that
happens to her. It has a Creed-esque
self-questioning feel to it, that makes
Rock such a wonderful genre.
This music, well contemplated and
thought out, makes one wonder how
a crowd would react to a live perfor-

es Lengthy Debut
and actually listen to the words to
truly enjoy this CD. Track 11, Bury
My Heart on the Jersey Shore spans
a good 11 minutes and speaks about
her life and relationships with her
parents. It has a nice guitar solo at the
end, makes me want to pick up my
acoustic and dream again.
The title of the album, Jukebox
Sparrows gets its name from McNally's lifelong fascination with records
that she grew up listening to. Jukebox
Sparrows is a really interesting, very
personal CD. I enjoyed the CD, and
I'm sure the thoughtful passive
demographic would as well, but since
I have no stats on who in America is
passive or thoughtful, I'll leave you
to decide for yourself.

mance (arms in the air with lighters
raised, or droves of happy campers
sleeping on the mattress, waiting on
the next slated performer).
There are lots of acoustics and
pianos. This makes sense because
Shannon McNally draws from a lot
of people who influence her in this
debut, the likes of BB King, John
Lennon and Marvin Gaye to name a
few, but only in a really subtle way
do those influences surface in her
songs, maybe a strum of a bass guitar or two.
With a running time of about 50
minutes, the CD isn '.t too lengthy, and
it's not as predictable as commercialized alternative, where there's
catchy intro, with a banging guitar
riff after about 30' seconds. The
songs, however are lengthy, weaved
like a story, so one must be patient

a
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Shannon McNally pleases her audience with her voice, but her tracks are a bit lengthy.

Lila Downs Combines Mexican Folk, Jazz, Gospel, Hip-Hop
By MONICA BARBARA
Engage' Editor
The sultry, powerful voice of Lila
Downs floated throughout the Lisner
Auditorium of George Washington
University Saturday night. Combining jazz, gospel, hip-hop and traditional Mexican styles of cun,bia and
ranchera, Downs held a captive audience with her amazing range of
voice.
The bass in her voice and expression with which she sings makes it
clear that the music rushes straight
from the depths of her soul and out
of her mouth. On the other hand, her
ability to switch to laugh-inducing
high inflections shows the audience
her fun and playful side.
Downs performs with a live band
that is made up of pre-Columbian and
Mexican folk instruments. As she
dances and becomes one with each

song performed, you are given the
impression that Downs is in fact
unaware of your presence. At times
taking the persona of a little girl, a

woman in anguish, or a comedian,
Downs allows you to experience a
wide array of emotions through her
music. It's as if you have been
allowed to sneak into a private jam
session.
This perception is broken when
Downs personalizes the performance
by explaining to the audience the
basic meaning of each song performed, since most all songs are performed in Spanish.· The language

serves as no barrier, however, but
only increases the beauty of Downs'
music in a way that English could
probably not capture.
Born to a Mixtec (MEESH-tek)
mother and an Anglo-American
father, Downs struggled with the
duality of her cultural identity as she
grew up and was often shuttled back

Photo By Paul Cohen
Lila Downs performend at George Washington University's Lisner Auditorium Sat•
urday.

and forth between Mexico and the
United States.
It was not until she studied music
and anthropology at the University of
Minnesota _and the University of the
Arts in Oaxaca, Mexico that Downs
found a way to express her childhood
anguish.
In addition, Downs was inspired
by the past and present of her native
people in Oaxaca.
"While I was in Oaxaca, I was
asked to translate from English to
Mixtec death certificates of young
boys who had left for the United
States searching for work. Their relatives wanted to know how they had
died. It was so powerful, being this
translator of their deaths. I had to
sing about it, to honor them if I
could," recounts Downs.
After beginning her singing career
in the clubs of Oaxaca and Philadelphia along with saxophonist Paul
Cohen, Downs began recording and

touring. Her debut on Narada World,
a label devoted to contemporary
instrumental, jazz and world music,
was the album TREE OF LIFE,
which was inspired by the mytho-

gather around the kitchen table and
sing a song they all learned at one of
the prisons they were locked up in
down south is amazing. It was
almost possible to forget you were
watching a play, and instead really
believe you were watching four men
share good memories from a bad situation. All of the actors involved in
the production were excellent. The

three young men who played Lymon
(Cedric Sanders), Boy Willie (Logan
Coles), and Wining Boy (Geonard
Butler) were outstanding. This play
is definitely worth the price of admission. The play is showing in the Ira
Aldridge Theater from November 7-

logical l 6'h century, Codex Vindobenesis account of the first Mixtec
people being born from trees.
Her latest album Border was
inspired by the plight of migrant
workers and the racism endured by
indigenous people.
Downs continues to combine her
anthropological and musical skills
to tell the story of her native people
by researching the ancient codices of
the Mixtec and Zapotec people and
setting them to music through her
deeply captivating voice.
For more information on Lila
Downs. visit her website at
www.liladowns.com.

Valuable Lessons Learned in Wilson's Piano Lesson
From Piano, BI
in stimulating conversations that
are as enlightening as they are entertaining.
Although it would have been easy
for Wilson to portray Boy Willie as
an insensitive, selfish oaf who does
not understand the importance of the
piano, he never does that. Instead, he
allows the audience to see the great

need that drives Willie to want to sell
the family heirloom through several
impassioned and repetitive diatribes.
Wilson almost makes it impossible
for the audience to condemn Boy
Willie.
Simultaneously, Wilson allows the
audience to see a battered and withdrawn Berniece. Berniece has seen
her father die because of a foolish dis-

play of pride, and has watched the toil
his death took on her mother. She has
also had her own husband snatched
from her for an eerily similar reason.
While she cannot bring herself to
play the piano, she also cannot commit to selling the instrument. The
piano is covered with the carvings of
her great-grandfather who was a
slave, and portrays the details of the

Charles family's life in America.
Berniece believes the piano is a harbor for the troubled souls of her family who still seek peace.
Wilson's play explores each of
these characters, and several others,
at great length. Each scene gives the
audience a detailed look at the psyche of some cast member. One scene
where four of the men in the play

17.
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orosco
. Aries (Mar.21-Apr.19)
Good things are coming your way
this week. Continue to interact with
the certain someone you just met.
Their positive outlook on life gives
you a better vibe.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Your curiosity about a certain topic
arises this week. You will research
this topic thoroughly but be careful.
You might receive some information
that you wish you hadn't heard.

'

A certain someone has been on
your mind lately. Don't rush this person into a relationship. Take care of
other important matters in your life.

If you feel like being alone the 15<h_

17'h, don't hesitate to say no to invitations. You'll have a lot of time to
socialize when the Aquarius moon
arrives on the 20'"·

I

Cancer (June 20-July 22)

you can finally display your winter
gear. Libras love to show off- and you
will have the opportunity to do just
that.

confidence arises, helping you to
secure a business deal or impress an
authoritative figure.

Aquarius (Jan.20- Feb.18)
Leo (July 23-August 22)

Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.21)

Throughout this week, you will
attend functions or seminars where
you feel anxious. Make sure that
whatever goals you have set for yonrself are for the right reasons.

A big promotion is on !he way. Focus
your thoughts on job-related activities. If things haven't been in your
favor lately, it will be in your favor

Virgo (August 23-Sept.22)
The moon moves through Scorpio

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Nov.11-17

on the 13'h and 14'h and that's good
news for you. A real relationship has
the ability to come into play. Take the
_time out to get to know the individual you have your sights on.

now.
Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec. 21)
Pay attention to the smaller details of
a project rather than worry about the
big picture. There is a possibility that
you will have to write a report or give
a speech about your research on the
ll' h or 12'h.

Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan.19)
Libra (Sept. 23-0ctober 22)

A wave of depression sets in on the

You have high self -esteem this
week. Due to the weather changes,

12'h. However, by the 13'h, your

I

Look for hidden clues on T.hursday and Friday and you will discover the real motivations behind someone's unusual behavior. Whateyer
you do, don't· jump to conclusions.

Pisces (Feb.19~Mar.20)
Your workload increases on the 12'h
but the Scorpio moon sets the mood
for romance on the 14'h. Go out
with your sweetie one night this
week-you will definitely enjoy yourself.

Written and compiled by Leesa Davis
Contributing Writer
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Lots of Changes, Surprises in Women's MEAC for 2002
By LAUREN CHILDRESS
Contributing Writer

games? I mean I'm no John
Wooden or Coach K, but it seems lo
me that if the Wizards can't even stay
close with the Sonics and Warriors,
then they may have some trouble
making the playoffs in the East.
Seriously, the Wizards were out
rebounded and outscored in the paint
by a Sonics team that is mainly composed of small forwards and shooting
guards. At one point, Seattle had
Gary Payton, Rashard Lewis, Brent
Barry, Desmond Mason, and Earl
Watson on the floor at one time, and
was still don1inating Washington on
the boards. Oh yeah, none of the
players I just mentioned are over
6'9". Besides the inability of the
Wizards frontcourt to rebound and
score, nobody on the tean1 can
defend. Their best on the ball defender is Old Balls Jordan, and Gary Payto~ was cooking him. Jordan looked
every bit of his 38 years Sunday.
You could just see Payton licking his

Howard University Women's Basketball team has been making waves
in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) since the Lady Bison's
were the first MEAC team to play in
the NCAA Championships in 1981.
Last ye.ar the Lady Bison were
MEAC champions, and made it to the
NCAA Championships. Here's a
look at the 2001-02 predictions,
based on the votes from the Sports
Information Directors, and the head
coaches from teams around the
MEAC.
MEAC Defending Champs,
Howard, were predicted to finish second last year (21-10, 15-3), and are
now the number one contenders in
this year's battle for the MEAC title.
The Lady Bison who lost guard,
Channell Washington, look to last
year's MEAC Rookie of the Year,
Essence Coggins, to return with her
A game. Other key players include,
this year's preseason Player of the
year, center Andrea Gardner, who
averaged 18 points and 14 rebounds
per game last season, guard Asia
Petty, who averaged 13 points, and
forward Courtney Kirk who sat out
last season because of a torn ACL.
Expect the Lady Bison to demonstrate what takes to be number one.
Hampton University (14-15, 11-7),
who was predicted to finish first last
year, are predicted to finish second in
the MEAC this season. The Lady
Pirates will return their entire line-up
from last season and 11 lettermen.
Led by the flashy guard, Lenini Noa
and forwards Nicole Braithwaite and
April Clyburn, the Lady Pirates
expect to have a solid group of players that MEAC competition will have
to deal with.
The underdog South Carolina State
Bulldogs (18-11, 12-6), predicted to
finish tenth last year, are expected to
finish third this season. The Lady
Bulldogs return with two All-MEAC
performers, guard, Tasha Stinson and
forward, Nicole Rhem. Also expect
returning center, Yokia Fuller to set

chops every time Jordan stepped out

the pace for the Bulldogs this season.

on him, and whispering "It's not '96"
when he blew by him for another
layup.
In the frontcourt they are depending
on K wame Brown, Etan Thomas,
and Brendan Haywood to be defensive stoppers. Brendan Haywood!
Can I please get a little bit of whatever Wes Unseld and Doug Collins
are smoking on, 'cause it has got to
be that fire. Other than Richard
Han1ilton, the Wizards do not have a
legitimate consistent scoring threat.
Old Balls is streaky and Christian
Laettner, well Christian Laettner is
Christian Laettner, arguably the best
college player of all-time. Too bad
he's in the NBA now. Just as I said
earlier this year, the Wizards will at
best win 35 games. But hey, I've

Along with five newcomers, the
Lady Bulldogs will be a challenge for
its opponents this season.
Last year's eighth place team,
Delaware State (16-14, 12-6), are
predicted to finish fourth this season.
The team's leading scorer is guard,
Ashley Etheridge, and recruits Terrana Pyfrom and Terelle Waller are
expected to make an impact this year
as well. With a total of eight newcomers, look forward to the Lady
Hornets creating a buzz.
The Spartans of Norfolk State (14-

Allen Powell, II

Winning
Wizards A
Pipe Dream
Of District
Residents
nybody catch last week's
Washington
Wizards'

Shonda Davis, Antoinette Daniels,
Octavia Thompson, and a host of
other versatile players.
Finally, the Aggies of North Carolina A&T State (5-24, 2-16) are
unfortunately expected to finish last
this season, and came in ninth last
year. Adding to the Aggies bad luck
is their lost of center Malveata Johnson who averaged 17 .2 points per
game. Look for Camile Akins to pro-

Final Exhibition Game
Provides Excitement On,
Off Court

I
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By PAUL CREWE
Contributing Writer
The Howard University men's
basketball team slugged it out Friday night in a tough, physical battle in Burr Gymnasium as they
defeated the GT Express of Canada 102-80. Senior Aki Thomas led
the team in scoring with 19 points
and junior Kyle Williams put forth
a strong effort as he scored 18
points of his own.
The Bison got it started early both
offensively and defensively as they
scored the game's first nine points
and with just over 18 minutes
remaining in the first half, forcing
the Express to call their first time
out with Howard leading 9-0. The
Express responded with aggressive defensive play and rebounding
that led to far more competitive

File Photo
A Lady Bison prepares to take it to the baskeL

15, 9-9) who placed third last year are
predicted to finish fifth this season.
The Lady Spartan returns one of the
best players in the conference, senior
forward, Suawanna Taylor. Other
don1inant players who should add to
the Spartans potential success include
returning senor forward, Shavonne
Burke and Brandy Martin.
Last year's seventh place team,
Florida A&M (14-13, 10-8), have
been bumped up to sixth place this
season. Out of four returning starters,
leading the way is senior forward,
Phaedra Mashburn, who last season
was chosen to the All-MEAC second
team. Forward, Tanise Thomas and
second team All-Rookie guard Tane
Miller, return their leadership to the
Lady Rattlers. Also look for Kim
Watson and Nina Dixon in the paint
who are expected to boost the Lady
Rattlers chances for a MEAC title
this year.
Coming in fourth last season is
Morgan State, who is predicted to
come in seventh this season. Leading
the Bears is All-MEAC f1rst team
guard, Shakira Smith. The Bears
have big hopes for new recruits
Courtney Cox, and Courtlynn Murphey, and hope they will make a dif-

ference on the team.
Con1ing in a tie for eighth place this
season are Bethune-Cookman, (1217, 7-11) and Coppin State. Coppin,
(11-17, 9-10) placed fifth last year
followed by Bethune placing sixth
last season. Bethune is in a stage of
rebuilding, after suffering the loss of
two starters, leading scorer Exzavia
Cunningham and Dena Thomas, as
well as second-leading scorer Jashell
Mitchell. Senior guard, Katrina
Thaxton, sophmore forward Lauren
Forsthoff, and junior forward Janice
Haynes will be key components to
the success of. Wildcats this season.

in the quarter.
The rest of the quarter was full of
penalties and fumbles, but the solid
defense by the Bison resulted in a
scoreless quarter for the Wildcat's.
On the Bison's second drive in the
second quarter, Anderson threw a
simple out pattern, to wide out
Shaun Miller, who turned it into 35yard gain. This set up a 13-yard
touchd9wn run by rum1ing back Tauric Rice, giving the Bison an 18-0
lead with 8:21 to go in the half.
With the help of three penalties by
the Bison, the Wildcat's responded
on their next possession with a
touchdown of their own, a pitch
from Suber to running back Marcus
Goggins for a 4-yard run. The extra
point by Danny Matl1is made the
score 18-7 with 6:20 remaining in
the quarter.
The penalties and n1istakes continued the rest of the half, but the
Bison's defense prevailed in the end
when defensive back Serge Sejour
intercepted Suber's last second hail
mary, ending the Wildcat's hopes of
scoring again before the half. Leaving the Bison an 18-7 halftime lead.
More penalties, some dropped
passes, and good defense by both
teams resulted in a scoreless third
quarter, but unfortunately for the
Bison, this was not the case in the
fourth quarter.
On the Wildcat's second play of the
quarter, Suber completed a pass to
Parrish and it looked as though it
was going to be a touchdown, but the
great effort put forth by Sejour (who
injured himself on tl1is play, but later
returned) prevented the score, and he

The vigorous action carried over
to the second half, as the Bison shot
the lights out, literally! A portion
of the gymnasium lights went out
with 10:20 remaining in the second
half. Officials resumed play
moments later and forced the Bison
in shoot at the poorly illun1inated
end of the court. Over 5 n1inutes of
game time elapsed before the problem was resolved. With almost 8
n1inutes left in the game, Thomas
appeared to have been man-handled by an Express defender, causing the crowd to react after the call
was made against Thomas for traveling. Seconds later, a technical
foul was issued against Thomas.
Before the game was over there
would be two more technical fouls
assessed against the Express and
another one of their players, Ivan
Kafges was ejected for rough play

Expect seniors Jackie Johnson-Stew-

art, center and Shannon Muir,
guard/forward to lead Coppin State
this season.
Expected to finish tenth this season
are the Lady Hawks of the University of Maryland Eastern Shore, who
finished at the bottom last season, (523, 3-15). With only four players
returning the Lady Hawks are starting out fresh this season. In order to
step up the pace Head coach Dixon
has signed seven new players. Expect
many new faces to step up on the
newly revamped team including

Photo By Melanie Nesbitt
Men's first game proves to be excitement

action.
With almost 7 minutes left in the
first half, some emotional and
physical play under the basket, led
to the ejection of Express center
Kevin Shand. Shand played most
of the first half until that point, but
when he used his elbow to connect
with Thomas in a battle within the
paint for a loose ball, he got tossed.
The controversial call sparked the
Express as they made a late run
taking advantage of Bison
turnovers and ineffective rebounding to pull close. In the n1idst of
their run, Mark Passley of the
Express got down court quickly
after a Bison turnover and was
intentionally fouled by senior, Darren Kennedy. However, the foul
was not enough to prevent Passley
from emphatically dunking the ball
for the possible three-point play.
Excessive celebration from the
Express after the spectacular play
led to a technical foul against their
bench. After converting free
·throws, the Bison then went on to
maintain their double-digit lead as
they finished the half ahead at 4633.

Costly Penalties, Last Minute Rally, Equal
Another Loss For
Bison
,

been wrong before.
Which brings me to my next topic,
By AISHA CHANEY
the Redskins. If you read my first
Staff Writer
column I said that the 'Skins stood a
real good chance of going 0- I 6, and
Led by the dynan1ic duo of quarI believe I may have called them the
terback Allen Suber and running
worst team in NFL history. Ooops.
back Taji Parrish, the Bethune CookHow was I to know that after an 0-5
man Wildcats bounced back from an
start the desperate Deadskins, would
I! -point deficit, scoring 22 unanturn into the rambling Redskins?
swered points in the final quarter for
Nevertheless, I was wrong, so therea 29-18 victory over the Bison Satfore I accept any comments and
urday, in Greene Stadium.
crowing Redskins fans would like to
This is the Wildcat's second condo. However, when the 'Skins revert
secutive win over the Bison (1-6 in
back to their earlier form, as they
the MEAC, 2-8 overall), and with
must for hell to remain the hotspot it
this win, they continue to hold a
is, I reserve the right to criticize their
slight advantage, 12-10-1, in a series
terrible effort as much as I would like.
dating back to 1980.
,On a lighter note, Howard lost
In the first quarter, the Bison got
again. We blew an 18 point lead, and
off to a great start, scoring two
lost to Bethune-Cookman. I'm not
touchdowns back to back witl1in the
surprised. You know a football playfirst few n1inutes of the game.
er came up to me last week and asked
After two big gains by wide out
me about my Homecon1ing Team
Kevin Simmonds on their f1rst series
column. He wanted to know why I
of the game, running back Vincent
t~lked about the team so bad. TruthNeclos capped a six play, 67-yard
fully, I don't mean to step on any toes,
drive, lasting 1:54 with a 17-yd
but hey if the Emperor is naked I'm
touchdown run, giving the Bison an
not going to say he's rocking
early 6-0 lead after Jason Walker's
Rocawear. When the Hilltop mess'<S up, as we often do, I have to listen kick was wide left.
The Bison got the ball right back
to people question our n1istakes, so I
after linebacker Michael Ajayi
figure turnabout is fair play. Son1e
recovered a fumble on the kickoff
tl1ings need commenting on, and well
return, which happened to be the
76 was just one of those things (danm
I. wasn't supposed to mention that
Wildcat's 16 th lost fumble of the
score this time).
season and their 27 th overall.
, Finally, I want to here what the . In just two plays lasting 37 secpeople who read my column think. If
ontls, quarterback Roy Anderson
you don't like something I wrote, or
capped a 28-yard drive when he
you have something you would like
found Simmonds in the end zone for
to see me comment on, I want you to
a 21-yard touchdown. After the
write me at the Hilltop. Our e-mail
failed two-point conversion, the
address is thehilltop@hotrnail.com.
Bison led 12-0 with 12:20 remaining
Hit me up.

vide a spark to their offensive attack,
and new con1ing forwards, Alexia
Hill and Janelle Nelson will be counted on to try to move the Lady Aggies
out of the cellar.
For more information on your
favorite Women's Basketball teams,
you can check out the website,
www.MEACsports.com or see them
1n a gym near you.

was brought down on the seven yard
line, after a 44-yard gain.
It was more Parrish two plays later
when Suber pitched him the ball and
he walked into the end zone for a
two-yard touchdown. He finished
the drive with a two-point conversion, narrowing the margin to a 1815 Bison lead with 13:13 to go in the
game.
The Wildcat's stepped up the
defense big time, forcing Howard to
a 3 and out on their second possession, and after forcing them to punt
again on their third possession,
Rashean Mathis returned Walker's
40-yard punt 73-yards, to put the
Wildcat's ahead for the first time in
the game, 22-18.
"That punt return was huge," said
Bison Head Coach Steve Wilson.
'They just set up a wall return, and
he ran behind the wall and was off
to the races. That was big because
we really got off a good punt."
As if tl1ings couldn't possibly get
any worse for the Bison, after a big
completion to Miller for 33-yards,
Matl1is made another huge play and
intercepted a pass by Anderson, setting up their third and final touchdown in just IO n1inutes.
On this last score, Suber faked
inside, and on a quarterback option,
pitched the ball to Parrish once again
for a 20-yard touchdown run, capping a 3-play, 65-yard drive, lasting
1:49.
The Bison players walked off the
field with their heads down, and the
Bison fans quickly left the stands
Please See Football, B5

~

Bye weeks: Washington
Cincinnati (4-4)
13
Jacksonville (3-5) 30
Minnesota (3-5)
17
Philadelphia (5-3) 48
New Orleans (4-4) 27
San Francisco (6-2)

Carolina (1-8)
St. Louis (7 -1)
Pittsburgh (6-2)
Cleveland (4-4)

20
12
14
48
15
12

more about your team."
The Bison will square off against
Mercer University next Friday in
Atlanta. The first home game will
be Monday Nov. 26 against Cal
State- Northridge at 7 in Burr
Gymnasium.

Dallas (2-6)
Atlanta (4-4)
F

13
20

Miami (6-2)
Indianapolis (4-4) 24

27

Buffalo (1-7)
New England (5-4)21

11

F

NY Giants (5-4)
Arizona (2-6)

17
10

F

San Diego (3-4)
Denver (4-3)

16

F
F

F

28

F
Green Bay (6-2)
Chicago (6-2)

with 5: 12 remaining. However,
the goon tactics by the Express
didn't prevent freshman, Gil
Goodrich from performing well
throughout the game and sparking
the team as well as the crowd with
big n1inutes and exciting play. The
rough nature of the game seemed
only to energize the Bison and the
poor lighting did little to stop the
Bison offense as six players scored
in double figures for the Bison by
the game's end.
Head coach Frankie Allen was
ambivalent about the Bison's performance citing several areas
where they needed to improve.
"We played well at times and other
times we didn't ... we got another
week before we open up and we
still have to play better defense but
all and all, it's what pre-season
games are for, to learn a little bit

F

26

F

F
F/OT

Tampa Bay (3-3)
Detroit (0-8)

20
17

F
Kansas City (2-7) 7
NY Jets (6-3)
27

F

-Aisha Chaney
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DC Society
By TIFFANY D. JACKSON
Staff Writer
The twenty-four year old Summer
Opera Theatre Company kicked off
its frrst ever outreach program to
young professionals during November Fest 2001. The unique program
is called The Mozart Circle and is
designed to reach out to opera lovers
through music, drama, art, literature,
and food.
To start the program off the Mozart
Circle hosted their first ever Nov em-

ber Fest Party at The Brickskeller,
located in Dupont Circle, where
guests had their choice of five hundred different types of beers to
choose from. While they sipped
guests had a chance to introduce
themselves, mix and mingle with
other members, and relax with others
who enjoy the arts as much as they
do.
Allison Meineke recently employed
as Chairman last September says "
[the program] is an outlet to meet
people interested in the arts and net-

r1en

a

est

ovem

•

-

work at the same time." When you
join the Mozart Circle you are
informed of an array of events hosted every month such as wine tasting,
museums tours, and last but not least
operas in the summer.
The Summer Opera Theatre Company hosts several operas during the
summer at The Hartke Theatre at
The Catholic University of America.
The company plans to put on Manon
Massenet and The King and I starting next June.
Inside the company is a Theatre

Institute designed to help people
learn the basics of the career and
how to prepare for an opera. This is
a wonderful chance for individuals to
learn and start to build their career in
that field.
Members of this young professional circle find it's lots of fun and a
learning experience. Many heard of
the program through their business,
friends, and other organizations such
as The Greater D.C Social Circle in
which advisory board member Ryan
Francis learned about the program.

"It's a way for me to appreciate opera
with others," said Francis.
New member Lauren Ricci Miquez
heard of the program through a coworker stating, "I've been to a dinner
opera but this program is a nice way
to get into it and learn more about it".
The Mozart Circle enters the year
during a troubling time but finds that
that is more reason to branch out and
make friends. Meineke says· the committee is exploring the option of having a November Fest every year but
says they are hard at work preparing

Unbelievable
Love
At a time when my life was
empty, tom, and incomplete,
You brought me joy to surpass a feeling no other soul
could sufficiently
meet.
When alone and in despair,
never believing any one else
could ever take
me there
You met me halfway, on fur
first meeting with your irrepressible "stare".

Could it Be?
Could this be love, or simply infatuation?
The line is fine; your beauty can't be helping this situation.
There was an instant click, love at frrst sight?
That's something I've never believed in, this shit can't be right.
Love takes time; it can't just happen with a glance.
To prove its worth, Love requires time and trust, committnent and substance.
Could this grow, manifest into love? A touch too early to speculate.
We can take it slow, focus on learning each other, and choose which path to
take.
The light at the end of the tunnel, I'm betting that's love on the horizon.
Can we get there together, could it be you and me? We'll take it one day, and
one heart at a time.

When I was down and out
and the depth of my solitude
was below the
surface,
You brought new meaning to
the word "hope" and illustrated its sole
purpose.
When I had given up on love
and despised it's every mean•
1ng,
You proved me wrong, and I
am grateful for your being.
Never would I have imagined that there would ever
be,

for the Wine Tasting party next January. "This program is for young
professionals interested in putting
the arts back in their lives in a friendly, get to know you environment."
If you are interested in the program
or company you can contact their
website at www.summeropera.org or
email Allison Meineke at
allisonM@summeropera.org.

Such a soul divine who could
show me love unconditionally.
Through your love and
through your kindness you
have grown inside my heart.
The feelings that exist within
me, are near to love and
never to be tom
apart.
You created this existence at
a time when I never knew,
God was saving the best for
last; who would've thought
the last would be you?
-Monica Almond

L ve: A Defining Moment
It's making your own way,

It's in the closing of eyes

I

-Keven Cotton

And in the beating of hearts ·

It's not wishing for a silver
tongue,

And yet staying the course
Only the right words to say

It's in the shade of dimples
And in the comers of smiles

She Appeared
I attempted to get to
know what it was
about you that made
me smile
An action that I pondered for a while
I looked forward daily
to our eye contact
And how I knew you
were still smiling

'

I enjoyed our breakfast's and how you
would take up my tray
But for some reason
after class you would
never stay
I sought to be the
apple of your eye
A dream conceived in
a lie

I was feeling you and I
knew you felt the same
Still you tried to run
game
But It wasn't an action
It was who you failed
to mention
contemplating heavy
on our potential
I failed to see the
whole picture ...

It's being confined
And under a spell
And finding a way

;

I saw you, did you see me?
Hair pulled up in a French up-do, skin clear, I wasn't
· wearing anything fancy just being me, plain ole simple me.
I whispered ''Comment allez-vous," hoping something foreign
and unordinary would connect and be pleasing to you. You
walked past and pretended that
I was not in front of you.
My girl whispered ''Girl he just trippin' in a week he'll be begging to be back with you.''
Friday night Republic Garden's right, right.
I saw you, did you see me?
Hair pulled up in a French up-do, skin clear,
but this time I wore my Armani pantsuit.
The lights.were low, .the music slow and sensuous and I can say I
definitely had an appetite for you.
Leaving the dance floor to search for you, I was hoping that we
could recant and rediscover the passion we once both knew. But
instead, I saw you on the couch,
in the comer, you on the bottom she on top,
I knew something wasn't right, right.
Soon she was off and on her way to the bar.
You stood up, zipped up, and gave a smirk to your boys on the
other side.
I saw you, but this time you saw me, and you saw the pain in my
eyes.
You leaned over and took my hand,
the same hand that held your commitment that we once both
knew. I whispered ''I saw you, so why didn't you see me?'' Your
response ''It's over right?''
''Right!''
-Shelia L. Hill

when I turned my back

It's over your head

I

Right

I tried to start a new
I began to fall for you

1

cause all of a sudden
the smoke cleared
and she appeared

-Kelay

It's ih the palm of your hand,

It's finding a glass of ice-water
Its scary, really

And eluding you still

In this ten:estrial hell
-How unpredictable it can be-

It's about saying what you won't
do,

It's not knowing
Yet being omniscient

There's a joy in being captured in
it,

Its having just enough knowledge

A pain in being free ...

When you will
It's an unmovable object,
To be proficient

-Olu Burrell

An irresistible force

If the You Fits ...
I've never spent a day in your
shoes,
But the way that you avoid me
Makes it obvious that you love to
runAnd I've spent twice as much
time,

And two much energy
Two find out that I'm not the
one-

(For you)
I don't know what else to do
I feel like I'm wasting my feel.
I
1ngs,
Because you're already taken
And I'm so used to giving.
You belong TO someone ~lse,
But you belong WITH me
-I'm lovesickAnd your lips are my ailment,
Your kiss, -the remedy :
I've placed my heart in your tenfingered extremities
I can't look into your eyes,
I have to stare at you peripherally
And it drives me crazy when you
flirt with me!
I'm coming apart at the seams,
I'm coming apart, it seems
Tearing at the hem and
Tearing because of himI can't compete, because I can't
afford to lose anymoreI've already lost myself in the
moment,
I'm losing my mindI've lost all of my inhibitions,

And now I'm losing track of time
But it all comes down to
-I think I'd lose you if you were
mineI can't heed the warnings of my
friends
I'm hearing-impaired,
I NEED A SIGN!!!!!
And yet I have no right to feel
this way
But in every way it feels so right
And if love be my conversion,
Then trust me love
I see the light.
I believe in you,
And I believe in me,
But it's the "him"

That complicates the "we"
If you can't hear my voice,
Then you can read between these
lines
Of poetry
That I can't let YOU and I ·
Do this to ME!
And I don't believe in breaking
up homes that are happy ...
You've never spent a day in my
shoes
But the way that I run
Makes it obvious that I'm avoiding youOr more so the pain that is sure
to come ...
In the realization that you' re not
rn.tne.
- Olu Burrell

The ''Truth''
Behind an Apology
Of a Man
I meant to apologize a long
time ago, but for me, the timing just wasn't right.
I wanted to tell you that I was
wrong and that I no longer had
the will or desire to fight.
I meant to see how you were
doing, but to be honest I was
afraid that you were in deed,
just fine.
I wanted to know whom you
were with, but mostly what he
was doing with the woman that
used to be mine.
I meant to tell you that I never
stopped loving you or the wonderful things you did.
I wanted to speak when I saw
you, but like a child, time after
time I hid.
I meant to tell you that without
you, completely miserable is
what I am.
I wanted to tell you that I
know I blew it, but I had too
much pride to just be a man.
I meant to give you everything
you needed, but instead I lost
the one thing I needed in my
life.
I wanted to tell you that the
pain of knowing I lost you,
cuts deeper than anyone's
knife.
I meant to comfort, hold, and
tell you I'd never go in your
time of need.
I wanted to, I swear I did but
at the time, I just wasn't acting
much like me.
I meant to apologize a long
time ago, but for me, the timing just wasn't right.
I wanted to let you know that I
was sorry, but this time I know
the time to apologize is not
tomorrow, but tonight.
-Paul Crewe

'
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What's Going On This Week??
Tuesday, November 13

•

Wednesday, November 14

Laughter is the best medicine! So go get a dose tonight at the
Onyx Nightclub, 1335 H St. NE. (202) 388-9145 Joe Clair and
Billy the Kid will be performing tonight.

Tonight President of the NAACP, Kweisi Mfume
will address Howard students in the Blackbum
auditorium@ 6:00 p.m.

Do you have a Utopian viewpoint? Well if you don't know what

the word means just eat there. Utopia ( 1418 U Street NW), a very
sheik restaurant that has excellent lighting and a live jazz ensemble that performs while you eat is a great place for some unique
food, with a great setting. Bring your wallet because there is no ·
resemblance to Uno 's in pricing.

The Talented Tenth! Arts & Sciences presents one astounding

lineup this week with their speech series. Tonight President of
the NAACP, Kweisi Mfume will address Howard students in
the Blackbum auditorium @ 6:00 p.m. His speeches are events
;n themselves so don't miss this golden opportunity, do get
there early. No CP (college people) time allowed.
Let's Take, A Long Walk, in the garden that is, led by a Hirsh-

horn Museum and Sculpture Garden staff member. Meet at the
Hirshhom Museum and Sculpture Garden Information Desk,
7th & Independence Ave SW Today-Thursday at I 0:30 a.m. &
noon; Saturday & Sunday at noon & 2 p.m. Free. (202) 3572700.

Dr. Lee S. Shulman, President of the Carnegie Foundation for the

Peace, Love, and Jazz, and much more will go on at the

Advancement of Teaching, will be the keynote speaker for the
symposium on the Scholarship of Teaching and Leaming (STL),
to be held on Wednesday from I 0:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on the
Howard University campus in the Armour J. Blackbum Center
Auditorium.

Lights, Camera, Action! With the man himself, Ossie Davis,

A House is not a home. Well if you don't live in one you can at

least see one of the best today when the Sewall-Belmont House
Tour culminates. No telling what you will find on this tour of the
headquarters of the National Women's Party. Sewall-Belmont
House, 144 Constitution Ave. NE. Wednesday & Thursday, 11
a.m.-3 p.m.

Writer's Block: You don't know what to write about? Well

you don't have to worry The Hilltop can help you jog your
memory with it weekly story conferences @ 7 p.m. in the Hill- ·
top Office located in the Howard Plaza Towers West

Thursday, November 15

Visit at least 5 countries without leaving the city. The 16th

Street Embassy Row Tour happens today. A walking tour, led by
historian Jeanne Fogle includes visits to the Embassy of Lithuania,
the Mexican Cultural Institute, the Meridian House, and the
White-Meyer House. All patrons are to meet at the Corcoran
Gallery of Art, 500 17th St. NW. Rriday at 10 a.m.$65. For reservations call (202) 639-1770.

Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel today as the Howard University Jazz Ensemble presents "Peace and Love" a Special Tribute
to the Honorable John Conyers Jr.Congressman from Michigan's
14th Congressional District@ 12:40 pm
Actor, Writer, Producer, Director (Film, Television and Theater)
will discuss the Past, Present and Future of the
Film and Television Industries, Thursday, @ 4 pm in WHUT-TV
Studio D. This presentation will taped live for airing on WHUT
TV. Students and Faculty are invited to
participate in the audience. Participants should arrive at WHUTTV Studio D
by 3:45. Taping will begin promptly at 4:00 P.M.
You're no Saint! If this applies to you check out The Saint this

Thursday on 14 th Street to get your party on. Hey the week is
basically over, and think you might want to party enough for
next weekend because Thanksgiving is a week away. You
deserve it.

Holy Poetry Batman! Lets go to the Batcave, an open-mike poet-

ry and performance art kicks off tonight, hosted by Dee Snyder.
District of Columbia Arts Center, 2438 18th St. NW. Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m. Free. (202) 462-7833.

Spontaneous? Well try, lmprov, Tonight's event promises to be

something that people won't forget or be able to predict. This
week Flip Orley brings DC a show that is sure to be full of llght
hearted laughter. 1140 Connecticut Ave. NW. (202) 296-7008
Thursday-Saturday, Nov. 17
From Pell Grants, Al

Jump from Bayou Classic,
Al

expenses are going up faster
than the federal financial aid
dollars to match them.
At SDSU, the maximum Pell
Grant is the largest grant that
students can receive, Collins
said. About two-thirds of the
students at SDSU receive
some kind of financial aid,
which includes loans, fee
waivers and scholarships.
"With money getting tighter
and tighter for students these
days, an increase in grant
money would be a relief," said
psychology senior Nicole
Acquisti. "I hope it goes
through."
College lobbyists are saying
that they would not give up

Students who cannot go
home for Thanksgiving are
taking advantage of the fact
that New Orleans is within
driving distance, so they
can attend the Classic
rather then spending a
weekend in the dorms.
"I knew I wasn't going to
fly home, and my parents
said they weren't going to
come get me so I decided to
plan a trip of my own," said
sophomore pre-physical
therapy, pre-med major,
Danitra Greer. "I like New
Orleans. and I like football,
so I decided to go to the
Bayou Classic."

getting a bigger budget
increase for the Pell Grant
program. They were scrambling last week to persuade
lawmakers to find some way
to add rrioney to the program.

More tlian 10,000 peap
could have read your rad b,
ow. Don't be left out.
Contact our business 0:
pt 806-4749 or email us a
Hil\topbusiness@hotmail.c
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Costly Penalties, Last Minute Rally, Equal
Another Loss For Bison
From Football, B4

because they knew that their hopes of
a Bison victory had just ended.
"Suber in a shotgun and throwing
the ball down the field is not their
forte, but eventually they got into
their option offense, and that's what
they do best," said Wilson.
Although there was still 4:23 left on
the clock, the Bison weren't able to
come up with a response to the Wildcat's superb 22-point performance,
leaving BCC victorious in the end.
The Bison set a school record for
penalties in a single game with 21, for
177 yards. They also completed orily
two third down conversions out of 14
attempts.
The Wildcat's didn't do that much
better with their 3'd down conversions, completing only three out of
17. However, the dynamic duo of
Suber and Parrish made up for all of
the teams' mishaps in the game,
including their five fumbles.
Suber finished the game 11-24 for
I 00 yards passing, and 17 carries for
35 net yards rushing, after you take
away the yards from when he was
sacked.
"We came out slow and flat because
we got here late and didn't have a
chance to warm up," said Suber.
"After halftime though, we knew we
had to come out and execute. We

•

•

'.

didn't change anything because there down and Vincent Neclos finished
was nothing wrong with our play with five carries for 20 yards and one
calling, we just had to execute."
touchdown.
Taji Parrish turned in an outstand"Mistakes cost us this game bad,"
ing performance as well, playing five
said Neclos. "For next week's game,
different positions during the game:
we have to cut down on our mistakes
running back, wide receiver, quarter and penalties, and make sure we stick
back, punter, and free safety on to our game plan."
defense. He finished the game with
Defensively for the Bison, once
again junior linebacker Tracy White
I 3 carries for I 02 yards and two
touchdowns, caught seven passes for continued to live up to his All-Amer72 yards receiving, completed one ican status by racking up IO solo
pass for five yards, and had one punt tackles, two assists, one sack, and a
fumble recovery.
for 31 yards.
For the Bison offensively, Anderson
"Our defense played really good,
finished 12-33 for 224 yards, one but Bethune Cookman has such a
touchdown and two interceptions.
patient offense," said White. "All the
The trio of receivers, Philpot, Sim- penalties put us in bad situations,
monds. and Miller continued to per- and that 73-yard punt return was a
form well. Despite the fact that the huge momentum changer. We really
Wildcat's rotated their safety over so lost our focus. Now we just want to
that Philpot was in double coverage,
get our focus back for this next game,
he still managed to make 3 catches and finish out the year strong."
for 47 yards.
Rashad Frazier added seven solos,
Simmonds finished the game with one assist and a forced fumble, while
four catches for 85 yards and one Nicholas Henderson finished with
touchdown and Miller ended the · seven solos as well, one assist, two
game with two catches for 67 yards.
sacks, and a forced fumble. Serge
Howard's running game was some- · Sejour also added an interception
what strong as well, despite the loss and five solo tackles.
of sophomore running back Jay ColThe Bison's last game of the year
bert, who is out the rest of the season will be this Saturday in Delaware
with a shoulder injury.
against Delaware State.
Tauric Rice finished the game with
16carries for 52 yards and one touch-

'
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All HILLTOPICS are
due, paid in full, the
Tuesday before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations
for meetings, seminars
or nonprofit are
charged as individuals
advertising for the purpose of announcing a
service, buying or selling are charged $5 for
the first 20 words and
$1 for every
additional five words.
Local companies are
charged $10 for first 20
words and $2 for every
5 'words thereafter.
Personal ads are $2 for
the first 10 words and
$1 for every additional
5 words.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

REV. THOMAS PARKER, JR PASTOR
THE MELCHISEDEE BAPTIST
CHURCH IS SPONSORING A
GOSPEL EXTRAVAGANZA AND
CRUSADE AT U/CRAMTON-AUDITORIUM ON 11_11_01, FROM 6PM
TO 11 PM THE ADMISSION IS $12
IN ADVANCE AND $15 ON DAY OF
EVENT
SPECIAL GUEST:
1) CAROLINA SUPERSTAR
BOBBY CLERK & THE NIGHTS
OF HARMONY, LAURINBURG N.C
2) BURINGNG BUSH
3) YOUNG MEN'S CHORUS NEW
GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
4) DIVINE MESSENGER
5) THE GOSPEL INSPIRATIONS
6) BISHOP GARY FRAZIER
INTERNATIONAL CHURCH OF
PRAISE &DELIVERANCE CRUSADE PREACHER
PURPOSE BUILDING FUND
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations
wants to send you on Spring Break
to Cancun, the Bahamas, Jamaica,
Mazatlan
FOR FREE!
To find out how, call 1-888-77-4642
or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com

SPRING BREAK
PARTY!

VOLu, fbtR"> 1\111:,NTORS

Indulge in FREE
Travel,Drinks, Food,
and Parties with the
Best DJ's and celebrities in
Cancun, Jamaica, Matatlan,
and Bahamas.
Go to StudentCity.com,
call l-800-293-1443
or email
sales@studentcity.com
to find out more

Male\ and Females needed
Me'ltors needed for
New High School Mentor Program
Interest Meeting
I ~esdey October 30th
7.,m
B1.1ckburn Rm 142

Conta1,; S I'a 1c.e Le,vis -ror more
a
S11

@
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#1 Spring Break Vacations!
BeS! Prices Guaranteed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida.
Book Early &
get free meal plan.
Earn cash & Go free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.

* HUMAN HAIR =$120.00

endlesssummertours.com

Spring Break with STS,
Americas #1
Student Tour Operator.
Promote trips on-campus
earn cash and free trips.
Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 www.ststavel.com

SYLVIA S HAIR DE,SIGNS
3013 GEORGIA AVE. NW
202-726-1537
'iPECIAL.
PERM, CONDI fION, TRIM
AND WRAP $29.95 fHURS
DAYS & FRIDAYS
IOA:M-SPM
SA URfi Y 9AM-2AM
"AP
J"IT •E!\'TS ONLY'

"N W

L

INDIVIDUALS = $120.00
PIXIES = $120.00
* KINKY TWIST =$160.00
All Medium Size Braids
are $120.00
KANEKALON is Provided
except Human Hair.
Address:
2600 Sherman Avenue
Washington, DC
(near Howard University
Towers)
Tel: 202-234-0650
•
•

· #1 Spring Break Vacations!
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida.
Book Early & get free meal
plan.
Now hiring Campus Reps
1-800-234-7007

endlessummertours.com

!'il'S C'N Y"

CALLING ALL
EPISCOPAL/ANGLICAN
STUDENTS AND FRIENDS:
ABSALOM JONES

The Ladies of
Alpha Chapter
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc.
present ...
AKA WEEK 2001
November 11th November 17th
"Striving for Excellence by

CANTERBURY STUDENT
ASSOCIATION INVITES
. YOU TO JOIN OUR WEEKLY BIBLE STUDY, FOOD,
AND PRAYER TUESDAY
EVENINGS IN THE
CHAPELLOUNGEFROM 1--....lol.l,
7:30-9:00PM
HOPE TO SEE YOU
National Council of Negro
THERE!!
Women
RESUME-WEBSITES

GET YOUR RESUME PUT
INSIDE OF YOUR OWN
RESUME-WEBSITE FOR $25.00!
Visit:

www.eshelps.com/web/business/jazzzil
Call (202) 583-7418
WE ARE ALSO A WEBSITE
TYPING SERVICE

The Hilltop Needs
Administrative
Assistants for Tuesday
and Thursday. If your
interested please call
806-6866.
Ask for Diahann

General Body Meeting
Nov. 13, 2001
@ 7:30pm

Chemistry Auditorium
Bring Canned Good or
Clothes

CAPACITY
NEGRO LEAGUE
COLLECTION WORLD'S
BASEBALL CAPS
(FRESHEST)
202-722-0701 OR 800-223TAJO

•

Teaneck, stop swea.tin' that
cat so hard Stop playing that
role!! !

-Porter

This is for kimberly
Our soror, our mentor, and
Support the School of
BLUE & ,
,
our friend.
Communications
now that the Maxima is in
She taught us what we know
Graduating Class!! !
effect- I owe y'all some
so that we could begin
Our journey and quest to be Drop off your change in the rides! Thanks for the support
in my time of need
finerwomen
Academic Advising Center
We want to take this time to 1_ _ _in_th_e_s_o_c_1_1!_ _
say to give her due honor,
---------We want all ya'II to know that Hill Phi Top ... those awards Nayo and Corey, good job
we love our Zeta momma!
are on the way!
this week
-Porter
Happy Birthday Sharp
- Zora & Fearless
Shooter 11-A-OO
Sisterly,
Spring 2001
•
z.k.a.8 is E. Nu. F.

Good luck Diahann in the
Miss DC USA Pageant
Saturday And Sunday. Hold
it down for us.

Skank} you are doing your
thing more than I am
Something must be in the
water over there.
-P-Diddy
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Attend weekly budget meetings
Tuesday.at 7 p.m. in the Hilltop
Office located on the P-level of
the West Towers .

Happy Birthday to our
Scorpio sisters of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc of the
Quintessential Alpha
Chapter! Zee Phil!
Sisterly love,
·n
Hilltop Needs
Administrative Assistants

•

Person(s) needed to
collect Data from
property owners.
Must be able to make local
phone calls
for more information call

I•

(301) 681- 2070

STUDENTS FACULTY
STAFF
TOP PRICES PAID FOR
USED AND UNWANTED
TEXTBOOKS TJ BOOK
SERVICES
202 722-0701 OR 8001
223-TAJO
LICENSED SINCE 1989

HEIR

•

NOVEMBER 13-15
Our prominent black speakers, our examples, speaking to
our college community about themselves. Telling us their
story, how they struggled and succeeded. Encouraging
those of us who are still struggling to continue. •
11
'

Tuesday, November 13
•

Kweisi Mfume
Blackbum Auditorium, 7pm

Wednesday. November 14

•

PERSONALS

th

Dr. Debbye Turner

CB,
I DIDN'T KNOW
BLESSINGS COULD
COME IN THE FORM
OF FRIENDSHIP
HAPPY BELATED
BIRTHDAY
REBECCA

A Quote to Know From A
SGRho
Deal with yourself as an
individual worthy of
·
respect and make everyone else deal with yu the
same way

TORY

Sponsored by the 2001-02 Arts & Sciences Student Council

ROOMATE WANTED!!
500/MO LESS THAN 5
MIN FROM HU W/D G/D
. ALL UTILITIES EXCEPT
ELECTRIC. AVALIBLE
IMMEDIATELY. FEMALES
ONLY 865-9539
FURNISHED ROOMSWALK TO HOWARD
NON-SMOKING-UTILITIES INCLUDED
$495.00 &$470.00
SD REQUIRED
MINNIMUM 6 MONTHS
LEASE. CALL MRS.
SHORTER 703-385-0538

•

The Hilltop Needs. Writers for
. the. Tuesday
and
Friday
· · · ·_ :-.·. Issues. ·.

To our Tail Dawg 8-A-01
Artisha, you are Always
Llooking Fabulous!
you are truly the Right One
and we wish you a happy
birthday!
Sisterly love,
Sping 2001
Z.k.a 8 is E. Nu. F

Reading Lounge, 12pm
(Reservations a.re required for this event please contact the ASSC)

Ossie Davis
Blackbum Auditorium, 7pm

Thursday, November 15

th

Dr. Patricia Russell-McLeod
Blackbum Auditorium, 7pm
•

'

w_you ate r om
> vt :ver Scott and
a p 01ile n Chicago
o, th y Jc 1't do 1ywhere

plaining about money.

-Hanssoj Tihm

t------------1----------VAA'S AFRICAN HAIR
WORK AT HOME
BRAIDING

1-soo- 234- 7oo 7

Teaneck, stop giving away
Attention:
We spoke only once
free hilltopics.
Two Female Dancers to
Eloquent Conversation
Choregraph
Now your back is turned Hey Jon, I heard they had an
and perform
-Hanssoj Tihm
opening up in Verbal
two 4-minute pieces for
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' Armageddon. By the way,
December art show,
Personal Whirlwind
· who takes rap lessons?
small payment given
Making my life much turNo excuses next Friday staff.
202-905-8133 or
moil
Ya'll pick the place. No comreelgurl@rocketmail.com
Like you just the same

